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TNTRODUCTTON

From this act taken here today will fJow increasing good for
all peopJes. From this joining of many wil-Ls in one purpose
wil-L Come new inspiration for the future. Ñeçø strength and
courage wil-L accrue not only to the peopTes of the Atl-antic
community but to all peopTes of the worl-d community who seek
for themsel-ves and for others equally, freedom and peace.

Dean Acheson,
U.S.Secretary of State.

In the solemnity of this moment I put my signature to this
pact in the name of the people who join with other
signatories for the preservation of the great freedoms, and
in giving an assurance to mankind of our determination to
assist al-l the peopJes of the worJd to live ín understanding
and good neíghbourl-iness .

Ernest Bevin,
British Foreign Secretary.

rn signing this pact, France solemnJy proclaims her absoTute
det.ermination to maintain peace. It is not f or herseJ-f al-one
that France wants peace, for she knows that peace has become
the indivisibLe property of all, and that, by aTlowing iE to
be compromised by one of us, wê woul-d al-l- l-ose it together.

nobert schuman,
French Foreign'Minister.

There can be no place in this group for power poJitics or
imperiaList ambítions on the part of any of its
members. . . .rhis Treaty js a forward move in man's progiress
from the waste-Land of his post-war worfd, to better, safer
ground.

Lester Pearson,
Canadian Secretary of
for External effairs. 1

with these glowing words of peace, security and

international brotherhood, the North Atlantic Treaty \^/aS

signed by twelve

Icel-and, Italy,

countries (Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France,

Luxembourg, Ehe Netherlands, Norway,

Portugal, the united Kingdom and the united States) ín

Washington D.C. on epril 4, 1,g4g. Since that time there have

State



been well- over 1-00 \,vars around Ehe g1obe, the world

stockpiles of boCh conventional and nucfear weapons have

grown astronomicalty, Europe v/as divided fot over forty years

by the Cold War as the United States and the Soviet Union

vied with each other for world supremacy and as NATO and

Warsaw Pact troops and armaments confronted each other on the

contínent. Even now when the division of Europe has ended and

the primary focus of international tension has shifted

elsewhere, wars continue to be the chosen means for settling

differences amongst nations, âS recentl-y manifested ín the

Persian Gulf. Clearly the era of peace and security heralded

by the architects of the North Atlantíc Treaty has proved to

be elusive, and the power politics and imperialist ambitions

Lester Pearson spoke of at the signing ceremony, far from

vanishing from the face of the earth, have become more firmly

entrenched than ever . Furthermore, despite of ficial-

pronouncements of great unanimity of purpose and harmony of

interests, the North Atlantic allies have frequently found

themselves at odds with one another, to the extent that

France withdrew permanently from the military Structure of

NATO in L966, while Greece withdrew temporarily in L914

(rejoining in 1-980).

Much of Ehe friction has been between the united states

and its European partners, often over America's role and

influence within the alliance. According to the terms of the

North Atlantic Treaty, it is an all-iance of equal partners,



but frequently NATO policy has appeared to coincide with

American foreign policy interests. John Holmes, former

Canadian diplomat and president of the Canadian Institu[e of

Internatíonal Affairs, pointed out in L964 [hat "the rea]-

nature of the alliance relationship is obscured by the

rhetoric of 'free and equal partnership' " and that although

the United States would prefer "to act in concert with its

allies" if it cannot "it may be expected to act anyway".2

Various crises over the years seem to back up his view: the

American bombing of Libya from U.S. bases in eritain in 1986,

the interception of rtalian aircraft by American navy planes

after the Achille Lauro incident in l-985, the American

invasion of Grenada in f9B3 without prior consultation wiCh

the allies and, most recently, the American determination to

intervene after the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait with or without

U.N. backing. The failure to consult necessaríly raises

questions about the extent t.o which America's partners have

surrendered elements of their sovereignty through

participation in the Western alliance.

Given America's obvious and undisputed leadership role

it is hardly surprising [hat much of the literature on NATO

both originates in and focuses on the United States. Of

courSe, there is no dearth of literature on NATO. Leaving

aside the volumes of memoirs by politj-cal and diplomatic

participants in events - whose views may be coloured by

lapses of memory, political- conviction or sei-f-promotion



the vast majority of the scholarly work has focused on

analyses of current problems and has dealt primarily with

present and future concerns. Even the work undertaken from a

hiscorical perspective has generally either dealt with

specific strategic, rilitary or poliüica'I problems the

All-iance has faced or has l-ooked at it as part of the foreign

policies of specific member countries, most often that of the

United States.

Most of the works on NATO tend to be uncritical-,

acceptingi as given the basic premises and policies of the

Al-liance and extolling its virtues. (rhis is not entirely

surprising as much of this work has been supported v/ith NATO

funds and comes from Institutes of Strategic Studies, Centres

for NATO Studies and like institutions. ) Such interpretations

range from works Iike Robert Endicott OsgQod's NATO: The

Entanolino Alliance Q962) - a classic study of NATO in the

context of contemporary American foreign policy with an

emphasis on military strategy and problems created by the

nuclear age - to more recent studies, Such aS Creatinq the

Entanqlino Alliance (1981) by Timothy P. Ireland and NATO

After rhirE¡¿ Yea¡g (1981) edited bv L.S. Kaplan and R.W.

Clawson. Both the latter works look at NÀTO from an American

perspective. By contrast, European Security: Prospects for

the 1-980s (L979 ) edit.ed by Derek Leebaert and The permanent

Alliance: The European-emerican Partnershio l-945-1984 (L977)

by Geoffrey Williams, provide a similar concern with



strategic over poli[ical issues, but wiCh [he emphasis on the

European dynamic.

This is not to suggest that no attention has been paid

to the problems and divisions wichin NATO. Henry Kissinger,

for one, has written severa] books which consider both

strategic and political problems that have surfaced within

the A1liance. The Troubled Partnership (1965) and American

poreion policy ,]-917 ) are two examples. rn.these Kissinger

addresses what he SeeS aS American insensitivity to the

European historical experience, [raditions and concerns aS

well- as a tendency to encourage Europe to remain militarily

dependent on the U.S. which have been two of the causes of

much of the tension within the Alliance. Others have been

the Europeans' reluctance to move faster towards Some form of

political union in Europe and their inclination to see

themselves as lobbyists with Washington rather than as

ínitiators of events. Kissínger concludes that these issues

have to be taken into account in order to improve the

American position and the efficiency of ah: al-liance as a

whole; this will be achieved only if there is greater

political cohesion and a move away from the twin failings of

/rmerican unilateralism and European irresponsibility.

A simil_ar view of NATO'S European members is found in

several works written from both the U.S. and European

perspective. An American, Robert Endicott Osgood in Alliances



and American Foreiqn Policy (1968), writes frankly about

America's use of all-iances as a "major means of projecting

American power", restraining its allies and maintaining

international order.3 He chastises the European partners for

both failing to cake over their own defence and for being

unwilling to federate. rndeed, European union has been an

American aim since the earliest days of the Alliance, a goal

the U.S. has always wanted and pursued within the NATO

structure.

From the European perspective, Alfred Grosser in The

Western Alliance: European-American Relations Since 1945

(1980) (which was published simultaneously in Germany and

France) focuses on the l^/estern European end of the equatíon.

He analyzes the different European (primarily French and

German) responses to the partnership with the United States

which, for atl its difficulties, has remained a cornerstone

of West European reality for over forty years. In GroSSer'S

view, even though the United States is undoubtedly the

dominant partner in the relationship, its presence in Europe

and within the WesLern elliance is, overaII, a posicive

thing, Something the Europeans themselves requested and

continue to want to maintain despiCe their occasíonaI

disagreements.

There has been IittIe revisionist work published on

NATQ. William Appleman Williams, David Horowitz, H.W. Berger



and Gar Alperowitz have aII written critical interpretations

of NATO, but only in the context of more general works on

American foreign policy and t.he CoId War. Such is also Ehe

case with Joyce and Gabriel Kolko's rhe Limits of Power: The

world and U. S. Foreiqn Policy l-945-1954 (L912) . In their

section on the creation of NATO they maintain that its main

target v/as not any real milítary threaC from the Soviet

Union, âs its advocates claímed, but rather the threat of the

rise of communism within Western Europe. According to them,

the role assigned to the Alliance by Washington was to

contain West Germany ( so that it would pose no threat to

American economic and political- ambitions in Europe), to

contain internal disorder within the member countries and (as

a useful corollary) to sustain a psychological momentum

against the Soviet Union.

fn looking a[ the above studies on NATO t\^/o things stand

out. The first is that all of them, whether they consider

this to be a positive or a negative feature., take as given

the l-eadership of Ehe Atlantic alliance by the United States.

The second, and one that concerns us more here, is that,

despite agreement on the American role, none specifically

address the question of whether or not NATO itself functions

as an instrument of U.S. hegemony and control- and, if it

does, what effect this has had on the other members.



This study will consider the \^/ay in which the pattern of

American leadership was established and implemented from the

very beginning of the Alliance concept and consider how this

affected other member nations wichin the elliance. It is not

intended to be an exhaustive study of NATO poJ-icy or American

policy or, for that matter, of gritísh, French or Canadian

policy. Rather, it is an attempt to present a broad ranging,

J-nterpretative study designed to reveal some of the internal

dynamics of the organization, which v/ere established from its

very earliest days, and to ascertain the motives and

objectives of some of the key players. Thus, the thesis

focuses on two interrelated issues: the role of the United

States within NATO, and the manner in which membership in an

alliance Ied by a world superpower has affected the

individual sovereignty of some of the member states.

These are complex questions. There are many threads

which run through the history of the al-liance relationship

the political, the military, the economic - aII of which need

to be untangl-ed in order to try and answer the questions

posed. One of the problems which arises, and must be solved

in a study such as this, is the need to sort out myth from

reality, word from deed, âS the picture which. emerges is ful-I

of seeming contradictions. For example, the North atlantic

Treaty seems straig'htforward, and Ehe stated desire of the

members Lo " safeguard the freedom, common heritage and

civilization of their members, founded on the principles of



democracy, individuat tiberty and the rule of law"4 see*s

noble enough. But these are clearly aims which are open to

wide*ranging interpretation. One must look at how they have

been translated into practice and what type of orqanizatíon

and relationship has emerged as a resulE. The. outcome will be

to clarify the U.S. role and i[s impacL on the sovereignty of

member nations.

One of the most commonly held views about the North

Atlantic alliance is that the united States did not really

want to become involved but was pushed into it by the other

Western countries, most notably Bri[ain and France. Several

countries cl-aim to have acced as t.he catalyst in bringing

about the formation of the Western alliance after World War

II. The eritish say it was their idea and cite Winston

Churchil-I's famous speech at Fulton, Missouri in March L946

calling for continuing " fraternal association", particularly

in the military field, between the United Kingdom and

Commonwealth and the United States. This was followed by

Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin's initiative in launching Ehe

Brussels Pact together with whac his biographer describes as

"his greatest achievemenL", namely "securing American support

for Europe's recovery through the Marshall Plan and for her

security through the North etlantic Treaty Organization. "5

The Canadians also lay claim to being Ehe initiators of

the North Atlantic Treaty concept and point to July L947 when



External Affairs Minister Louis St. Laurent told the Canadi-an

House of Commons that there waS room within the United

Nations for closer associations of States for collective

security, ân idea which he subsequently presented to the

United Nations itself the following September.6 A Norwegian

expert has even suggested that it was Norway which invented

the concept of an Atlantic defence policy and, therefore,

subsequentl-y NATO. He claims that during the war the

Norwegian government-in-exile in Britain recoqnized the

importance of trans-Atlantic security interests and drew up

propoSaIS for post-war military cooperation and a future

mutual security alliance betv/een Nor\n/ay, the United Kingdom,

the United StateS, Iceland, the Faroe Islands and poSSibly

Canada and Greenland.T The united States, for its part, has

always downplayed any role it took in initiating the North

Atlantic Alliance and has tacitly accep¡ed the image of being

the reluctant but self-sacrificing saviour of Western Europe

after 1945. What is myth and what is reality here is another

part of the tangled web thaL needs Eo be unravelled.

Another is the concept of partnership. The words of the

Treaty and the Statements of its Supporters always StreSS the

idea of an Atlantic partnership. But what kind of partnership

can it be when all of Ehe partners unquestioningly accepted

the American proposal thaC the NATO military forces al-ways be

under the command of an American general (SACEUR - Supreme

All-ied Commander Europe) ? Was this decision accepted simply

10



because the Americans had more expertise and money, ot did

the NATO Council members think an American would, inherently,

always do a better job? Surely, if experience v¿ere the issue

other member countries, Iike eritain and France, would have

been more qualified. unlike the Americans, they both had

several hundred years experience of participaIion in

al-liances and planning military strategry and both had been

leaders of the allied victory (in the West) together with the

Uniced States. or perhaps it \À/as because other members were

stil-I too war-weary in L949 and needed to put all their

energy into rebuilding their shattered countries. Yet chis

decision was never quescioned even after West European

recovery was an established fact. Surely there must be

concern about the fact that Ehe American general holding the

posicion of SACEUR, under U.S. Iaw, is ultimately responsible

not to the Joint Chiefs of SEaff of the member countries

represented on the NATO Military Committee, and hence to the

governments of t.hose countries, but to his ov/n Commander-in-

Chief, namely the Presidenc of the United States. Does this

situation not automatically compromise the sovereignty of the

other member states and call into question the notion of

partnership?

The issue of sovereignty is also complex and can be

approached on several levels. There have been a number of

open and weII-publicized conflicts between NATO members,

several of which will- be looked at in this study. These have

11



included French resj-stance to the European Defence Community

project and to German participation in the Alliance; American

opposition to Britain and France during the Suez crisis;

conflict between Greece and Turkey over Cyprus and, of

course, the French withdrawal from NATO's miliCary wing in

L966. More recently there has been strong American resistance

to European plans to revitalize the WeSt European Defence

Union structure, resistance which, in 1985, prompted Dr.

David Owen, formerly eriLish Foreign Secretary and

subsequently leader of the British Social- Democratic Party,

to deScribe America's aim to be "to atomize and rule" within

NATO.8 Yet despite these disagreements, which have at times

been quite acrimonious, the governments of all the member

states continue to support Ehe elliance and actively

participate in it. Even France is still a member of the

political wing of the organization. So on this level perhaps

it could be said tha[ the issue of sacrifice of sovereignty

is really a non-issue.

on the other hand, Lf one Iooks at the level of public

opinion the matter can be viewed quit.e dif ferently. During

the past decade, particularly after the L979 NATO decisíon to

deptoy u.s. cruise and Pershing missiles in Europe and to

test Cruise missiles over Canada, there has been an upswing

in public opposition in Western Europe and Canada at the very

least to some NATO policies and often to participation in

NATO at al-l-. The American bases and weapons in these

1-2



countries are often viewed as threat to national

sovereignty and have become the focus of much public protest.

Clearly, oo a subjective level at least, opinion is divided

about whether or not NATO membership means a violation of

national sovereignty. PubIic uneasiness about the issue does

not appear to be reflected in gfovernment attitudes and

actions, whil-e opposition parties tend to vacillate on the

j-ssue. Both the New Democratic Party in Canada and the Labour

Party in Britain have at times included withdrawal from NATO

as part of their progranmes and at other times not.

This study attempts to assess the above issues by

Iooking at the extent to which member states were, in

practice, not just in words, free boch to influence NATO

decisions and to exercise control over their own political,

military and economic affairs in NATO's formative years,

despite the increasing presence in their countries of large

numbers of foreign troops, v¿eapons and money. It also looks

at what happened when there was conflict between American

desires and the aims and chose of other countries.

rn addition to the uniIed States, the study consj-ders

the positions of Britain, France and Canada i" the formation

and consolidation of the Alliance. eritain and France have

been the two other leading members besides the Americans. As

former colonial powers, each has its own distinctive

international- position and relationship wiuh the U.S. and

l_3



each has tried in its o\,^/n particular way to carve out a

position for itself in the post-l-945 world and in the western

alliance. Canada, on the other hand, is very much one of the

junior partners and one which has been perhaps the most

staunch supporter of American positions. It too has a

distinctive relationship \^/ith Ehe United States because of

its geographical proximity and the myriad of ties that link

it to its southern neighbour.

Events are dealt with chronologj-cally in order to garn

an overview of t.he way in which the alliance relationship

developed. Specific crises as well as questions of ongoing

concern, such as the role of Germany, are consídered in order

to examine the demands made by Ehe United States, the

importance of these demands to American foreign policy at the

time, the v/ay in which they affected eritäin, France and

Canada and how these countries reacted to them. The crises

and issues included must necessarily be Iimited by

constraints of time and space, but they cover the major

issues which confronted NATO in its first decade. The

emphasis is primarily on political rather Ehan military or

economic relations, except where the latter are immediaLely

relevant. The study relies as much as possible on official

published records of NATO ifself and of the governments

concerned.

L4



The s[udy is divided into three sections which cover

three distinctive phases in the formation of the North

Atlantic Alliance. The first chapter covers the years L945-

L947. rt considers the post-war situation and the very

different posicions in which the u.S., Canada, Britain and

France each found themselves. It looks at the way in which

the United Stat.es Cook the lead in the West and shows clearly

that the Americans had no intention of remaining isolated

from the international arena. The chapter also considers the

rapid realiqnment of forces and allegiances internationally,

the emergience of "a new enemy" and the fast-moving events of

L94l which set the staqe both for the continuing American

presence in Western Europe and the emergence of the NorCh

Atlantic aIliance.

chapter two deals with the actual formation of the

Alliance in the years between L94B and l-950, years which Lord

ISmay, NATO'S first Secretary-GeneraI described aS "yearS Of

cautious optimism and slow methodical progiress".9 ft looks at

the first stepS, the way in which external events helped

speed up the process and the American behind the scenes

involvement in events. The process of neqotiations and actual

drawing up of the North Atlantic Treaty are reviewed and the

rationale for the creation of the el-tiance is considered. Was

it established, aS its proponents argue, âS a defence against

Soviet expansionism and the danger of war or v/as it closer to

the Kol-kos' interpretat j-on of containing WeSt Germany and

15



controlling unrest in Western Europe? Or was it more complex

then this? Lord. Ismay himself is quoted as having summed up

the reasons for the founding of NATO as to keep the Russians

out, the Germans down and the Americans in.10

Chapter three looks at the years from 1950-1955. This

was the period of consolidation, growth and military

expansion in [he wake of the Korean War. The emphasis in

these years was very much on military matters. f t l^/as the

time when Ehe military Strr-Icture of the organization was Set

up and the troops under its command increased. NATO adopted

what was known as a "forward Strategiy" of defending Europe aS

far to the east as possible. During these years the failure

of the European Defence Community and the concerted efforts

of a new administration in Washington finally paved the way

for the admission of Germany in 1955 and the consolidation of

a strong, American control-Ied Western Alliance.

Despite [he recent profound changes which have occurred

in the international situation, the questions being

considered here are not only matters of historical interest

but remain issues of ongoing and currerÌt relevance. The

bipolar division of the world may be ended and the Cold War

may be over but NATO still exists and is in the process of

reassessinq iCs position and reorganizing its forces to adapt

to the new global conditions. For example, in June L99L, the

decision \,vas made to move troops out of central Europe and

L6



concentrate on the southern flank in Greece and Turkey,

closer to areas of international tension. AC a time when the

world has just been exposed to che devastating firepower and

military might of the Uniced States in the Persian Gulf War,

when the international situation remains volabile and when

the desire for rea1 peace and security is being voiced by

more and more people around the world, a study such as this

seems both tinely and relevant.

1 "Excerpts from Speeches Delivered at the Signing of the North Atlantic
Treaty in Washington D.C. on April 4, 7949', Vital- Speeches of the Dav,
Vol. XV (April 1,5 L949), pp. 386-392.
2 John Holmes, "The Rel-atíonship in Alliance and in World Affairs", in
The United States and Canada, proceedings of the American Àssembly
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Chax¡ter 1

T!ÍE POST-WAR WORLD ffqD

THE NEW TNTERNATTONÃL ORDER

L945 - L947

THE POST-W.A,R SITUATTON

When war ended in 19 45 the world \i'las considerably

changed from what it had been a decade earlier. The old

centre of power in Europe was devastated. Britain, France,

and the Soviet Union, although victors, were faced with grave

problems. They had suffered great loss of life, both military

and civil-ian (450,000 in Britain , 6J 5,000 in France and a

stagrgering 20 million in the Soviet Union, although the tocal

\,vas probably much higher)1, as well as the destruction of

their material resources and productive capacity. Houses,

factories, mines and mills all needed to be rebuilt. Their

v/ar-weary populations faced a momentous task of

reconstruction

The war

wealth - that
(according to

American Ioan

million pounds

had cost Britain a quarter of its national

is al-most seven and a half billion pounds

figures presented at the negotiations for an

). rts foreign debt had increased from 416

in August 1939 to 3,355 million in June L945.
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The heart of the once mighty British Empire v¿as close to

bankruptcy.2 Fritain was bracing itself for what was

graphically described at the time as "perhaps the narrowest

and darkest economic defile through which the British people

have ever had to thread their wây".3

A similar situation existed in France, which also had

the additional problem of recovering from Nazi occupation and

four years of rule by the puppet Vichy government. In L946

prices in France rose by B0 percent followed by 1-00 percent a

year later, \,vages declined and there v¿ere severe shortagTes of

food, other basic necessities and all the materials needed

for recovery.4

In spite of the economíc chaos, the political situation

in the united xingdom remained relatively stabl-e. The war-

time coalition government was replaced at the L945 general

el-ection by a majority Labour government Ied by Clement

Atlee. The populariCy and personal reputation of Winston

Churchill were not sufficient to keep him and his party in

power. The eritish people appeared to want a government which

\,vas pledged to social reform and state intervention rather

than the oId conservative values and policies that were

equated with the depression years and pre-v/ar appeasement.

rn France, however, the political situacion was more

precarious. General de Gaulle, who had led the French
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resistance abroad, marched at the head of the Free French

Army ínto Paris on August 25 , L9 44. T\,vo months later the

allies officially recognized his administratíon as the de

facto Government of France. He was elected provisional

President in November L945 but resigned within ten weeks. The

g:overnment of the new Fourth Republic was plagued by internal

divisions (there would be no less than 23 governments in the

next twelve years) and t.he French Communist Party wielded

widespread influence and support. rn the elections for the

first Constituent Assembly of the Fourth Republic 28.2

percent of the population voted Communist, 1-7 .B percent

Socialist and 25.9 percent supported the moderate Mouvement

Republicain Populaire (lane¡ which had governed with de

Gaul le . 5

rn addition to their internal problems, the European

colonial pov/ers were faced wifh naLionalist movements in Asia

and Africa and the loss of their colonies. After the defeat

of Japan, France fought stubbornly to maintain its control of

Indochina, a fight which it finally lost in L954. Unrest on

the rndian subcontinent forced the British to grant

independence to India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon by l-948.

The Dutch faced a similar fate in Indonesia.

The grim situation in Europe

that across the Atlantic. The war,

on European soil and it was there

stood in sharp contrast to

after aII, had been fought

that most of the damage had
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been inflicced. Although the United States and Canada had

participated in Ehe war they had suffered no physical damage

and virtually no civilian lives lost, and their economies

emerged unscathed. rn fact, the war had been very profitable

for both North American countries and by L945 they were

enjoying an economic boom. The United States had become the

wealthiest and most powerful country in the world. This power

was based on both its economic and military strength. rhe

U.S. had accumulated a huge surplus of capital through Ehe

sal-e of arms and strategic resources for both cash and credit

and ics Gross National Prodìict had doubled in the course of

the v/ar. By Lg44 it was producing 45 percent of the world's

munition supplies and by the summer of 1-945 it had a monopoly

on the atomic bomb. At war's end it control-led 434 military

bases around the world in contrast to the three it had

operated in Guam, Hawaii and t.he Philippines before Lg3g.6

American troops were stationed in 56 countries on every

continent while three-quarters of the world's invested

capital and two-thirds of its industrial capacity were

concentrated in the United States. T

Canada had also prospered, although on nothing like the

scale of its continental partner. rt had'been producing

strategic ra\,v materials and f oodstuf f s, developing its

industrial capacity and supplying munitions for the war

ef f ort. rIs cNP rose f rom $1]-l- billion in L939 to Sl-80.9

billion (in 1"gTg doll-ars) in l-9458 and by the end of the war
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it was ranked third in the world in industrial production and

fourth in the strenqth of its armed forces.9

During the war American President Franklin D. Rooseveft

and Canadian Prime Minister Mackenzie King concluded two

agreements which l-aid the foundation for the post-war

relationship between their two countries. In August L940, orl

the initiative of Roosevel-t, the two men met and worked out

plans for joint defence of the North American continent. They

signed the Ogdensburg Agreement, whose duration v¿as left

ope.r ended and which the Canadian cabinet was never even

consulted about. It established the PermanenL Joint Board of

Defence to organize the integration of Canadian-U. S '

defences, in essence subordinating Ehe Canadian miliCary to

the more powerful American Joinü Chiefs of Staff. The

fol-Iowing year, or April 20, Roosevelt and t<ing met again and

issued the Hyde Park Oeclaration. This was the economic

counterpart of Ogdensburg. Its avowed purpose was the

coordination of the two economies for the purpose of

efficient war production.

Many Canadians, both at the time and since, sav/ this

formalization of Canada's military and economic Iinks with

its powerful Southern neighbour aS the start of a commitment

to American, rather than British, domination. The official

report of the Canadian Institute of International Affairs

Annual Study Conference, held in Toronto. in June L944,



recognized this and stressed that,

"Canadian policy cannot be widely

the nepublic" and that "Canada may

approval of the United Staces".10

particularly since L940,

at variance with that of

not act wirhout the racit

Despite Prime Minister King's uneasiness about the

American influence in Canada, after the \^/ar the military

accord, which had been struck ostensibly to facilitate the

fighc against Nazi Germany, \e,as renewed. In L.946 the miliLary

alliance initiated at Ogdensburg was expanded and made

permanent. The Joint Military Cooperation Committee v/as

established to replace the Permanent Joint Board of Defence

and it was al-so agreed thaL joint air defence would be

orqanized for the two countries. However, bowing to public

pressure at home, the Canadian government shied av/ay from

accepting total free trade for the continent; this was

considered by many in Canada as a step towards assimilation

into the UniEed States.

By the beginning of L946 the nev/ shape of worl-d affairs

was already becoming clearly delj-neated. Britain, France and

the other countries of Europe v/ere struggling to heal their

wounds and regenerate themselves. Their days at the centre of

world power were over. Canada was thriving economj-calIy, v/as

ready to participate in the international- arena as an

industrial power, âs it had not done prior to 1-939, and had

stepped out of the old colonial orbit into that of its



continental- neighbour. The United States was the real victor

Lester Pearson summed up the new relationships:

The most important change was in the
position of the United States, now the
\^/estern super-pov/er and thus inevitably
the leader of the free world....Britain
and France had become lesser great powers
not too far above Canada in strenqth and
resources. ll

And the "western

muscl-es and Iet
post-war internat

super-power" was ready to

everyone know who would

ional relations.

start flexing its

set the course in

I I THE UNITED STATES T.ê,KES THE TJE.å.D

willing International A,ctor or Not?

rE is often asserted that the United States was

reluctant to commit itsel-f to involvement in Europe after

Ig 45 .L2 this is a view which has become part of American

mythology buL which is contradicted by the actual events of

the time. Indeed, American involvement internationally, and

particularly in European affairs, g-oes back further than the

l-ate 19 4 0s . Although the Unit.ed States was not involved

politically as an international power after world War one (it

did not participate in the League of Nations) it had emerged

as the strongest economic power in the world by l-918. At that
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time too, just as happened again

indebted to the United States.

War it was to American banks

turned for loans to finance its

European allies.13

in L945, post-war Europe was

Even during the first World

that the United Kingdom had

v/ar ef f ort and that of its

There is little indication that the United States, or at

l-east the Administration if not Conqress, had any serious

intentj-on of reversing its international commitments after

World War Two. If anything, during the war years efforts were

made to broaden involvements abroad in preparation for the

peace. On the economic front President Roosevelt organized

the Bretton woods Conference in July 1944. Here twenty-eight

countries met and agreed to establish the International

Monetary t"1U and the World Bank. These were designed to

provide cash reserves for and to advance Ioans to member

countries in the hope of preventing a repeat. of the economic

collapse of Ehe l-930s. Although both v/ere ostensibly

international organizations, because of its economj-c scrength

the united States was bound to be the dominant and

control-linq member.

ft was not only economic preparations that were being

made during the war. As early as L942, PresidenL Roosevelt

and the American Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) were considering

plans for a postwar system of American bases to be stationed

around the world. Beginning from Roosevelt's idea of an



international police force, the Joint Chiefs of Staff

conducted a series of studies and drew up proposals for their

vision of the postv¡ar international order and defence of

American national security interescs.l4 l,tany members of the

American administration, particularly in the military,

bel-ieved that the United States would need a strong system of

f oreign bases. They \,vere hesitant to openly advocate such a

system, however, because of the opposition it was likely to

arouse both in Congress and amongst ühe American people who

were anxious to bring the boys home.15

As early as october L945 U.S. Secretary of State J.F.

Byrnes presented British Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin with

a list of bases the Americans wanted to operate worldwide,

from rceland to the Pacific Ocean, and began pressing for

eritish support in tryì-ng to secure them.16 rt took bhe

united States less than a year after the end of the war to

begin negotiations with Britain for the establishment of

military bases in that country - bases which were presented

to the public and to t'he eritish parliament alike as

temporary, but many of which remain in place to this day.17

CJ-earIy, the American administration had no serious

intention of withdrawing into isolationism as it had

purported to do after world War One. By L945 its troops,

weapons and bases were already deployed worldwide and it had

an economic stranqlehold over most of Western Europe. ft was
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too involved, too powerful and too influential- to have any

reason to retreat. As one historian described the situation
in L945, the United States "had a near monopoly on the

strategic decisions which woul-d determine Lhe structure of

international relations in the post-\^/ar period".lB

Secretary of State Byrnes had spelled out the American

attitude to one of his generals, H.H. Arnold, at Potsdam in

July 1945: "What we must do now is not to make the worl-d safe

for democracy but make the worl-d safe for the uniced

States".19 Rnd speaking six months later, in February L946,

to the Overseas Press Club in New York (in a speech approved

in advance by President Harry Truman) Byrnes informed the

world's media representatives that the united States intended

to fulfill its responsibilities as a great'worId power. He

elaborated: "In the interest of peace we cannot allow our

military establishment to be reduced below the point required

to maintain a position commensurate with our

responsibifities" and for that reason, he explained, the

United States did not intend to disarm and "would maintaín

some form of universal- military training".20

In sum, the United States appeared to have few qualms

about takingr its place as a key actor on t.he international

stage. WhaE it was concerned about, however, was committing

itself to any situation which might tie- its hands and

restrict its freedom of action. Hence, the i-mage of the
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Americans being dragged kicking and screaming, into the Norch

Atlantic a1liance. Even on this issue many people in the

Administration, especially the Department of State, had

quickly recognized that it mj-ght well be advantageous for

America to participace as the dominanc partner in some form

of alliance of Western nations.

By the end of L941, the State Department-, which had been

considering the way in which the Americans might pfay a rofe

in Western Europe, was prepared to discuss the issue of some

sort of new wesLern alliance system with t.he gritish. The

idea was discussed at [alks between U.S. Secretary of State

Georqe Marshall- and Ernest Bevin in London in December

tg47.2L rhe state Department attitude was reflected in a

March L948 Policy Planninq Committee paper on the Brussels

Treaty which recognized that the fledgling West European

Uníon "may serve as Lhe core of an eventual close working

association of states in which w€, as the most powerful

nation in the Atlantic and Western cultura-l- community may

ultimately find it advisable to participat e" .22 By the time

this paper was being prepared secret tal-ks had already begun

among the Americans, eritish and Canadians on the security

and defence arrangements which would eventuall-y lead to the

North Atl-antic Treaty.

At that time the much talked of American rel-uctance to

commit icsel-f to foreign entangl-ements v/as to be found in the



Republican Congress, which did not \,vant to be. deprived of its
power to declare war. Much of the wrangling which took place

over this issue in the immediate post-\,var years consisted of

attempts by the State Department to convince Congress that

foreign allíances were in the best interests of the United

States.23 As witl be seen in the next chapter, by LTAB, after
much debate and maneuvering, the State Department had won the

argument.

i i First Àmerican Signals

rt did not take the Americans long to make their

attitude and intentions known to their war-time allies. There

were indications of the dorninant role the UniEed States

intended to take as early as the Council of Foreign Ministers

meeting in Moscow in December 1-945. rn his diary entry for

December 19, 1945 American diplomat George Kennan, who \'i/as

present at the meeting, discussed the v/ay in which Secretary

of State Byrnes had "consístently shown himself negligent of

British feelings and quice unconcerned for Anglo-American

relations " Byrnes apparently conceived and planned the

Foreign Ministers meeting and approached the Russians about

it before informing the ericish of his intentions.He then

arrived in Moscow with an American paper on atomic energy

control which had not been seen by either the British or Ehe

Canadians (the two other countries involved in the war-time

atomic bomb programme). "When Bevj-n had remonstrated against
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the presentation to the Russians of any document on this

subject which had not been cleared with gritish and Canadian

governments, Byrnes had given him two days to submit this

document to London and get che approval of the eritish

cabinet " . Withouc waicing for a reply from. London, Byrnes

then submitted the document to the Russians the very day

after Bevin's protestations.24 Alt of which must have left

Bevin and his advisors with an uneasy feeling about their

posicion in world affairs and their "special relationship"

with their v/ar-time partner.

At' the same time the French were faring little better in

their relati-ons with both members of the Rnglo-American

aIl-iance. France felt like, and was often treated âs, the

poor relation in her dealings with her all-ies. Throughout the

war the Americans had refused to recognize General Charles de

Gaul-le's Free French forces and had early on established

diplomatic relations with the Vichy Government. The Free

French were not informed in advance of the Anglo-American

invasion of the French North African colonies in November

1"942 and v¿ere then outraged when the Vichy Deputy Premier

Darlan was appointed High Commissioner of the North African

territories . 2 5

There was certainly no love lost between President

Roosevelt and General de Gaulle. In his memoirs de Gaull-e

recall-s his f irst meeting wiCh Roosevel-t at Casabl-anca in
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January L943 where the French leader found himself being

watched by American secret service men and officials he

describes as "des ombres au fond d'une galérie supérieure".

From that first meeting he conctuded that: "Roosevelt

entendait que la paix fût Ia paix américaine, qu'iI lui

appartient à lui-même d'en dicter l'organisation, Qü€ les

Etats balayés par J-'épreuve fussent soumis à son jugement,

qu'en particulier Ia France l-'eut pour sauveur et pour

arbi :-re. "26

The Americans for their part were not impressed by de

Gaulle whom they regarded as an ultra-nationalíst interested

only in restoring France to her former glory as a great

power. Even after the ellied landings in Normandy in L944

Roosevelt remained reluctant to hand over control of

liberated France to de GauIIe, arguing that he had not been

elected by the French people. Once it became obvious,

however, that the Free French forces did, in fact, enjoy

broad popular support and that they v/ere playing a key role

in the liberation of their country, Roosevelt relented and

granted them recognition.

Nevertheless, after Ehe war both [he Americans and Ehe

Russians remained loath to include the French in the post-war

negotiations, particularly in Ehe plans for the German

occupation and peace settlement. Nor were they sympathetic to

the French position on the question of control of the vital
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coal and iron industry of the Ruhr. The French felt that

control of the German coal-producing areas was both the key

to French reconstruction and the guarantbr aqainst the

resurrection of German power. They advocated international

control by the alties of the key industries in the Ruhr

region. Both the UniIed States and Great Britain, however,

were more concerned with putting Germany on ics feet again so

that it would not continue as a drain on the resources of the

occupying po\^/ers. These were to prove two of the key bones of

contention which plagued Franco-American relations for the

next decade.

The French did not participate in the major post-war

conf erences at Yalta (February 1-9 45 ) or Potsdam (August

L945). Ho\,vever, thanks to the intervention of the gritish,

against the objections of the Americans and the Russians,

their right to representation was finally acknowl-edged and

they were allocated an occupation zone in Germany. At that

time the eritish felt. that France was the only country in

continental Europe which had the potential to act as a

counterweight to either German or Russian power, although

they never subscribed to de GauIle's vision of a unified

Europe acting as a third force in the international arena

between the united States and the Soviet union.27

within weeks of the end of Ehe war, on Augiust 2I L945,

without warning or consultation, the Truman administration
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abruptly terminated the Lend-Lease Agreement which had

enabled the Rllies to sustain the war effort.. This aid icself

had not been without its price: the Americans had only made

it available to Brit.ain on the condition that the U.K. sell

off its overseas assets first to pay its bills and that

British goods containing raw materials supplied through Lend-

Lease not be exported.

rhe ending of Lend-Lease led to a financial crisis in

London and forced the Bricish Government to negotiate a loan

from the United States. In the negotiations the Americans

pressed for the abolirion of the imperial tariff, imposed

harsh terms of repayment and stipulated that if eritain could

not find the dollars with which to pay for American imports

it would have to reduce in equal proportion it.s imports from

other sources. Not surprisingly this caused bitter

recriminations and resentment in Britain. rn the House of

Commons debate on the motion for approval. of the anglo-

American loan aqreement on December 13, L945, opposition

leader Winston Churchilf bitterly denounced the agreement by

which, he said, the Americans were using the fínancial crisis

and loan to try and control and manipuÌate the united

Kingdom.2 B Commentinq on the agreement, the influential
journal The Economist observed bitterly:

Our present needs are the direct
consequence of the fact Ehat we fought
Iongest and that we fought. hardest. In
moral terms we are creditors; and for
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This was followed

reflected Bricish

injured pride:

that we shall pay $140 million a year for
the rest of the twentieth century. It may
not be unavoidable; but it is not
.i ¡1rr- 29! !vr¡u.

the next week with an

feelings of resentment,

edicorial which

frustration and

rt is aggravating to find Ehat our reward
for losing a quarter of our national
wealth in the common cause is to pay
tribute for half a century to those who
have been enriched by Ehe war ...Beggars
cannot be choosers. But they can, by long
tradition, put a curse on t.he ambitions
of the rich. 30

i i i The North American Partnershi¡l

Meanwhile, on the western shores of the Atlantic

relations between the t\^/o North American allies v¿ere

proceedíng rather more smoothly. Canada was considered to be

crucial both strategically and economically for the Uníted

States. The Americans treated "Canada in a military sense

as if it were an integral part of the United States" and

believed that "it is as important to our national security to

protect Canada as it is to protect California".3l Accordingly

diplomatic relations with Canada were given the highest

pri-ority in the post-war period.32

This Amerícan concern for its northern neighbour

obviously paid off and by L941 t.he Americans could public]-y
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declare that between themselves and the Canadians "there is

an identity of view and interest".33 Canada was their most

reliable and willing partner, close military ally and "best

customer and foremost supplier" A secret state Department

memorandum drawn up for President Truman in preparation for

an official visic to Canada in the summer of 1947 summarized

the state of American-Canadian relations:

The two giovernment s are exchanging
information, interchanging personnel,
cooperating in the establ-ishment of
weather and Loran stations in the Far
North, conducting joint experiments under
Arctic conditions at Fort Churchill, and
developing plans for the defense of the
continent. U.S. troops are stationed at
present at Fort Churchill (about 30), at
the Army Airfield at Edmonton and in
comparaLively smaII numbers at the
weather and Loran stations.

A cautionary'note was added, however:

While joint military cooperation has the
strong. support of a maj oriEy of
Canadians, there is an element in the
country which declares that the
arrangements threaten a violation of
Canadian sovereignty. 34

The Canadian government did not reflect the view of that

minority element and, for its part, was happy to maintain and

expand the ties wich Ehe united States. A paper prepared in

January t945 in the Canadian Department of External effairs

on post-war relations with the U.S. stressed the importance

of continuing joint defence of the North American continent
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and declared thaL " the governing principle of Canadian policy

shoul-d be to continue to foster and maincain good

international relations, generally between a1l nations,

particularly with the United States. Any policy which would

create unfriendliness between the uniLed States and Canada

would, in the long run, be inimical- to Canadian interests".

rhe paper recognj-zed that this might mean that Canada would

be pressured " to maintain defences at a higher level than

would seem necessary from Ehe point of view of purely

Canadian interests", but nevertheless concluded "that the

defences of Canada should be closely coordinated with those

of the United States in the post-war period".35

This \^/as indeed what occurred. Throuqh a series of

negotiations hel-d in L946, free and comprehensive exchange of

military information between Canada and the United States was

agreed to and later " the interchanqe of personnel,

standardization of equipment, joint maneuvers and tests in

the Arctic, mapping and surveying of t.he northern region and

the ccnstruction of a chain of weather Statiohs and Loran and

radio transmitters "

countrie= . 3 6

were arranged between the two

Much of Canada's apparent eagerness to accept Amerl-can

military involvement in Canada after L945 resulted from

growing North American concern about the activities of the

Soviet Union. This sentiment was fuelled by Ehe Gouzenko
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affair in Ehe autumn of 1945. rgor Gouzenko was a cipher

clerk at the Soviet embassy in Ottawa who exþosed details of

Soviet espionage activities in Canada. His revelations led to

a host of arrests and detentions as well as some convictions

of Canadians who had worked with the Russians. The most

notable was the conviction of Fred Rose, the sole communist

M.P.in the House of Commons in ottawa. Although some critics

assert that the Canadian Government made too much fuss about

this entire incident 3J , it did serve to fuel the growing

anti-Soviet mood in Canada and the United States. It was not,

therefore, surprising t.hat when the Americans requested Chat

their service personnel in Canada be exempted from Canadian

law, Ehe Canadian Government complied. The'result \¡/as the

L947 Visiting Forces Act which effectively defined American

forces Stationed in Northern Canada as residents of United

States territory subject not to Canadian law but to American

military courts.

This Act did not go entirely unopposed. A minority in

the Canadian House of Commons, Ied by the CCF Party,

condemned the continuing American presence and influence in

their country and advocated that Canada should take the

opportunicy to declare its neutrality and the íntegrity of

its territory. The Canadían Secretary of State for External

effairs, Louis St. Laurent, responded by assuring the House

of Commons that American troops in Canada were, in fact,

under Canadian command and that the government had no
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intention of allowing the Americans to establish actual bases

in Canada. He then warned ominously that "no man can

undertake to say that there may not unfortunately be some

time when all Canadians will be glad to see posts established

here. "38

By chis time the anti-soviet hysteria which was

gathering strength south of the border \¡{as also taking root

in Canada; the views of the minority Ì^/ent unheeded and the

bill was passed with an overwhelmingi majority. oespite this
the Americans stilI felt concern about t.he opposition the

bill had aroused and worried that any protracted debate on

the issue might cause "a less favourable atmosphere for
consideration of future joint defense requests" and give the

Canadian government "an excuse for cautious handling of such

requests".39 Future events would prove such fears to be

unfounded as U.S.-Canadian ties became ever closer.

l_v Maíntaining the A,tomíc Monopoly

One issue which had caused some concern ín Canada,

however, was the question of control of atomic power and

information, although it \,ùas the United Kingdom which was

most affected by American actions on this front.

Although the war-time atomic bomb programme, the

Manhattan Project, had involved national-s from many countries
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(a large number of whom had fled Cheir native European

homelands for the United States) it became essentially an

Anglo-American project with the additional participation of

Canada. This arranqement had been formalized at the Quebec

Conference in August 1-943 when the Quebec Agreement (or, to

give it its proper t.itle, the Articles of Agreement Governing

Collaboration Between the Authorities of the U.S.A. and the

U.K. in the Matter of Tube Alloys) was signed by Churchill

and Roosevelt, with Canada as a non-signatory participant.

This formally admitted both eritain and. Canada to the

Manhattan eroject and effecCively stipulated that both the

U.S. and U.K. had to give consent before the atom bomb could

be used. What \¡/as implicit in Ehe Ag'reement, at l-east in the

view of the gritish, was that "any future American nuclear

arsenal would be subject to a veto by Britain".40

When the existence of the Secret agreement became known

in L946-41, it caused an uproar in the u.S. Congress and

attempts were made t.o nultify its terms. As early as 1945 the

American adrniniStration initiaUed moves to change the

Aqreement but a meeting between President Truman, Prime

Minister Clement Atlee and Canadian Prime Minister King in

November that year failed to convince the eritish to give up

their right of veto. However, the American Congress moved

quickly and introduced the McMahon Bilt. This completely

overrode America's war-time commitments to both Britain and

Canada and made the exchange of information and technical
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collaboration on atomic energy

illegal. The bitl was passed and

thus keeping the atomic monopoly

united States.

The anti-Nazi

World War Two was a

with any other countrY

signed on Augtust L , L9 46 ,

firmly in :h. hands of the

The erirish were outraged by this action and by American

opposition to eritain, or Canada for that matter, undertaking

atomic research and production of their own. By early L947 '

however, the British qovernment was aJ-ready secretly

organi zíng its own atomic research programme. The McMahon

Act, combined with the abrupt termination of Lend-Lease, the

onerous terms of the loan agreement aS well aS conflicts over

policies being pursued in Palestine, put angJ-o-American

relations on a very shaky footing throughout L946 and 1941.

The development of events in L947, however, were about

to heal any cracks which had appeared in the war-time Western

alliance and finalty consolidate the ne\^/ shape of the post-

war international order and America's role as the new western

super-power.

TII THE NEW INTERN.å,TION^ê,I, ORDER

A New Enemy

alliance which came into being during

somewhat strange and uneasy union. The
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history of the relationship between the Western powers and

the Soviet Union was one of mistrust and suspicion dating

back to the time of the Russian Revolution of L9L7. This v¿as

fuelled for the SovieI side by Western intervention in

support of the White Russians during the CiviI War, the

fail-ure of boch Ehe U.S. and the U.K. to grant diplomatic

recognition to the new regime, Western unwillingness to

respond to Soviet overtures to form an antilfascist bloc in

the 1-930s and finally Ehe British and French appeasement

policy between 1936 and l-939 which was based on the hope that

Germany would turn iLs guns east against Russia rather than

against western Europe. When this did not happen and Britain,

France and the Soviet Union all found t.hemsel-ves under attack

from Nazi Germany the alliance was formed; Western suspicions

quickly gave v/ay to solidarity and cooperation, particularly

in Europe.

However, in the United States when Germany attacked the

Soviet Union in the summer of L94I - before America itself

had entered the war sentiment remained ambivalent. In

response to the German invasion of Russj-a Harry Truman, then

a Democratic Party Senator, commented pragmatically: "If we

see that Germany is winning the war we ought to help Russia,

and if Russia is winning h/e oughL to help Germany, and in

that way let them kilt as many as possible."4L once America

was involved such atcitudes subsided and the "Big Three"
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cooperated successfully in leading their people to defeat the

Axis Powers.

The success of the war-: Lme alliance led many to cherish

hopes of maintaining the new found international unity in the

post-war world. This was the spirit in which the Atlantic

Charter, the post-war conferences, che Nuremburg decisions

and the fledgling United Nations were born; and it !üas the

spirit implicit in some of the early post-v/ar declarations of

political- leaders. For example, on November 7, L945, Winston

ChurchiIl told the British House of Commons: "Any idea of

Britain pursuing an anti-Russian policy, or making elaborate

combinations to t'he detriment of Russia, is utterly opposed

to eritish thought and conscience " .42 Two months earlier

Prime Minister Atlee had told South African Prime Minister

J.C. Smuts that "the growth of Anglo-Russia antagonism on the

continent would be disastrous to Europe and would stultify

atl the ideals for which we have fought " .43 rndeed,

througrhout 1,945 and much of L946 ericish Foreign Secretary

Bevin was preoccupied with reaching agreement with the Soviet

Union in order to avoid Ehe division of Europe44 and he is

reported to have remained firm but very patient in al-l his

dealings with the Russians.45

Some American liberals v¿ere

the cause of friendly east-west

Commerce, Henry A.Wallace, in a

also interested in advancing

relations. U.S. Secretary of

letter to President Truman,
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dated JuIy 23, L946, argued that "we should ascertain
what Russia bel-ieves to be essential to her ovrn security as a

prerequisite to the writing of the peace and to cooperation

in the construction of a world order" and "We should make an

effort to counteract the irrational fear of-Russia which is
being systematically built up in the American people by

certain individuals and publications" . 46

Yet less than six months after Churchill made the above

comments he was delivering his famous " iron curtain" speech

in Fulton, Missouri; and despite the officíal
pronouncements, an undercurrent of suspicion and hostility

coul-d be sensed. PresidenC Truman' s words at a Nawy Day

celebration in New York City on 27 october L945, had not been

entirely reassuring. He had declared: "the UniCed States will
not recognize any giovernment imposed upon any nation by the

force of a foreign power" but had then added, in a more

conciliatory tone that "present differences among the al-lies

are not hopeless or irreconcilab1e".47

Officials in the ericish Foreign Office were also quick

to shift the focus of their attention to a new adversary in

the shape of their former alIy. Reports from the ericish

Embassy in Moscow, as well as other foreign missions, led to

what some described as "a time of anxious questioning

concerning Soviet behaviour and ultimate objectives " .48 In
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April L946 the "Russia CoÍìnittee" was established within the

Foreiqn Office, charged with the responsibility,

to review weekly the development of all
aspects of Soviet policy and propaganda
and Soviet activities throughout the
world, more particularly with reference
to the Soviec campaign against this
country to consider what action is
required as a result of the Committee's
review with particular reference to the
probable degree of support to be looked
for from the United Srates of America and
to a Iesser degree from France and
others. 49

The Committee early on decided that eritain could not

counteract the perceived Soviet threat alone and should,

therefore, develop the closest possible ties with the U.S.

What became known as a "defensive-offensive" poficy was drawn

up based on a broadranging anti-Soviet and anti-communist

propaganda campaign linked with "mat,erial and moral" support

f or " elements f iqhting a battle against communj-sfl" ,

particularly moderate forces in France and the Social-

Democrats j-n Germany.50 Althougrh these reconmendations v¿ere

not accepted immediately by Bevin and the BritÍsh cabinet,

the Committee's recommendations v/ere ultimaËeIy adopted and

became the basis of gritish policy toward the Sovj-et Union

after L941.

Of the three leading Western al-l-ies only France appears

to have continued to regard Germany as more of a threac than

the Soviet Union. rn December L944 de Gaulle had signed a
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pact of friendship with the Russians. Afcer the end of the

war the French Foreign Minister, Georges Bidault, endeavoured

consistently, but unsuccessfully, to win Soviet support for

French proposals on the peace settlement. the French were

well- aware that theír Anglo-American al-lies were increasingly

preoccupied wich Soviet rather than German intentions. A

French commentator wricing in the influential American

journal Foreiqn Affairs in October 1947 expressed concern

that the eritish and Americans were basing their policies on

expectation of conflicc with Russia and as a result they

would v/ant "a fully reconstructed Germany". Consequently, he

added, "the French government and French opinion are deeply

disturbed. They are fearful of the premiums which the

exponents of the policy of screngthening Germany are only too

willing to bestow on the Germans in order to curry their
_ E1tavorrrrr - Jr

The overriding issue in Anglo-American thinking and

concern about the Soviet Union was fear of the spread of

communism, especially to the countries of Western Europe.

Fears \,vere often expressed that [he demoralized and hungry

people of a devastated Europe would faII easy prey to

communist demagogy. This \day of thinking was summed up years

later, in l-960, by President John F. Kennedy who stated thaL

the aim of post-war American policy had been "to preserve the

political and physical integricy of western Europe from the

dang'er of communist takeover". He stressed that Western
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Europe was the key to peace and American security because

it feII under Soviet control the United States "would

dwarfed in comparative strengtþ" .52

Despite the propaganda which was soon to come justifying

a military build-up against the perceived Soviet threat, few,

if âûy, American or eritish officiats actually bel-ieved at

the time that there was a real- danger of Russia launching a

new v/ar or invading Western Europe. Countless politicians and

officials can be quoted to this effect'; even the American

¡oint Chiefs of Staff felt no sense of urgency about Soviet

intentions as they believed by L947 that over seven and a

half mill-ion Soviet troops had been demobilized.53 For atl
his criticisms of Soviet actions in Eastern Europe, this was

also the view given by Winston Churchill in his rulton speech

on March 5, 1946. He said: "f repul-se the idea that a new war

is imminent. . . . T do not believe that Soviet Russia desires

war".54 This was also the opinion of the Charþé d'Affaires at

the Canadian Embassy in Moscov/. John Holmes informed his

government that he was certain that the Soviet Union did not

want a shooting war at t.hat time.55 Speaking as late as May

L949 John Foster Dulles, then a member of the U.S. deleqation

to the united Nations, told the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee Hearings on Ehe North Atlantic Treaty that " I do

not know of any responsible high official, mil-itary or

civilian, in this government or any other government, who

if

be
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beli-eves that Ehe Soviet

military agqression. " 56

Isic] now plans conquest by open

this was also the view of the State Department's "Soviet

expert " . In a memorandum sent to the Secretary of State on

March 15, L948, George Kennan stated: "I have always felt

thaE the Russians neither wanted or expected a military

contest with us".57 Later that year at the third meeting for

ExpÌoratory Talks on Security between [he U.S., U.K., France,

Be1gium, HoIland and Canada (the preliminary tal-ks leading to

the North Atl-antic Treaty) he "expressed disbelief that the

Soviet l-eaders contemplated launching world conflict by armed

force. They had not yet repaired the devastated areas of

Russia It Ithe Soviet Union] believed it coul-d win

ideologically more easiJ-y than militarily".5S tn his memoirs

Kennan reiterates this conviction which he maintained

throughout the Cold War period. He states: "the Soviet

leaders were, after all, not anxious to have a showdown with

us at this point in hiscory, of that r was sure It was

important in my view that the Soviet threat be recognized for

what it \,vas - primarily a political one and not a threat of

military attack".59

Despite these views, relations between the war-time

allies continued to worsen. Inability to reach agreement on

the post-war treaties, particularly the peace treaty with

Germany, and on international control of atomic energy,
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disagreements over Soviet activities in Northern Iran and

Western objections to the Soviet use of the veto in the

unj-red Natj-ons Security CounciI, all contributed to the rapid

deterioration in relations. There \ivere some voices in the

West which did speak up for restraint and prudence but they

were generally drowned out by the growing tide of anti-Soviet

and anti-communist rhetoric which was fast flooding over

Noruh America and Western Europe.

one example of such caution was provided by U.S.

Secretary of Commerce Henry WaIIace. His view of developments

is worth noting here as it gives a rarely glimpsed

interpretation of American actions from someone accually

within the American administration at the time. Writing in a

confidential letter to President Truman in JVfy L946 Wallace

asked rhetorically:

How do American actions since V.J. Day
appear to other nations? I mean by
actions the concrete things like
S13,000,000,000 for the War and Nawy
Departments, the Bikini tests of the
atomic bomb and continued production of
bombs, the plan to arm Latin America with
our v/eapons, production of B-29s and B-
36s and the effort to secure air bases
spread over half the globe from which the
other half of the globe can be bombed. t
cannot but feel that these actions must
make it look to the rest of the worl-d as
if we are only paying lip service to
peace at the conference table. These
facts make it appear either
1- ) that we are preparing to win the war

which we regiard as inevitable or
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2) t'hat v¿e are trying to build up a
predominance of force to intimidate
the rest of mankind.

How would it look to us if Russia had the
atomic bomb and we did noc, if Russia had
l-0,000 mile bombers and air bases wichin
1,000 miles of our coastlines, and we did
not?60

Needless to say such sober words v/ent unheeded. The

final breaking point came with the failure of the roreiqn

Ministers Conference in Moscow in April L941. the priorities

of each of the parties at the Conference were succinctly
summed up by Bevin's biographer: "For the Russians, it was

reparations from the western zones; for t.he French, coal and

a prior cl-aim for [he needs of French over German industry;

for the ericish and Americans the restoratíon of the German

economy to the point where the German people could provide

for themselves and no longer be subsidized. " 6l- with such

different objectives, it is not surprising that agreement

proved impossible.

The failure to agree and make any advances on the

crucial question of the German settlement flnally convinced

the French " to abandon their attempts at having an

independent foreign policy and to throw in [heir lot with the

Anglo-Saxons".62 The erítish qovernment still hesiEated, but

when Ehe November Foreign Ministers' Conference ended in [he

same stalemate Bevin and the eritish cabinet at last decided

to accept the recommendations of the Russia Committee.
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By the end of L941 the outline of the r."r international

order was clearly discernible. The Western powers firnily

believed that they were facing a new and even more sinister
enemy than Nazi Germany. the mood of the time is described by

President Truman in his memoirs:

We had fought a long and costly war to
crush the totaliCarianism of Hitler, the
insolence of Mussolini and the arrogance
of the warlords of Japan. Yet the new
menace facing us seemed every bit as
grave as Nazi Germany and her allies had
been. 63

Lr Fast Moving Events of t947

Events in 1,941, particularly American initiatives, moved

swiftly. rhe beginning of the year found Britain facing iCs

severest winter in decades. rhis, combined with i-ts economic

frailty, brought industry t.o a virtual halt for close to

three weeks - something which even the v¿ar had not achieved.

The qovernment decided that in this situation it could no

longer afford to finance its ac[ivities in Greece and Turkey.

The British had been providing military and economic

assistance for the monarchist Greek giovernment in its fight

against communist-led resistance forces, âs well as economic

aid for Turkey. Confident in the knowledge that the U.S.

would take over its role in the region, the eritish
government informed the American State Department in mid-
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February chat it would have

the military and economic aid

withdraw ics troops and end

March 31st.

to

by

The Americans had established an economic mission in

Athens in December L946 and were ready and prepared to become

involved. On March L2, 1947 President Truman v/ent before

Congress and requested $400 million aid for the tv¿o countries

as well as t.he authorization to send military and civilian
personnel to the area. In his address he made the famous

American commitment to " support f ree peopJ-es who are

resisting attempted subjugation by armed minorities or by

outside pressures"64 which became known as the Truman

Doctrine. rhe end of American isol-ationism had finally been

clearly and publicly enunciated to the world, âS had

America's intention to contain the spread of communism.

Truman was clear about what he had wanted the speech to

accomplish: "I wanted no hedging in chis speech. This was

America's answer to the surqe of expansion of communist

tyranny. It had to be clear and free of hesitation or double

talk".65

Not everyone \^/as happy wich the declaration, even if

they supported ics intenc. Ernest Bevin felt that it was

badly timed, coming as it did just as the Foreign Ministers'

Conference was about to begin in Moscow, and may well have

contributed to the failure to reach agreemenL.66 George

Kennan agreed with the decísion to aid Greece as a way of
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strengithening ühe resolve of the anti-communist forces there.

He was, however, wary of the inclusion of. Turkey in the

package as there was no direct communist threat in t.haL

country. "r suspected that what vras inuended primarily was

military aid, and t'hat what had really happened v¿as that the

Pentaqon had exploited a favorable set of circumstances in

order to infiltrate a military aid program for Turkey into

what was supposed to be primarily a political and economic

program for Greece".61

This was just a small aid package for Greece and Turkey.

rt was to be followed quickly by a much broader plan

utilizing America's economic strength rathe{ than political

rhetoric, a plan which firmly established the United States'

position in.Western Europe. The Americans were about to

launch what Cambridge historían Gwyn Prins has called a great

economic war against the Soviet Union.68

By the early months of L947 it had become increasingly

obvious that the entire European economy was on the verge of

coJ-Iapse. Close to a decade of war preceded by the worst

economic depression in living memory had taken its tolI.

Britain, France and Italy were cfose to bankruptcy and would

need more than a few credits to solve their.problems. They

turned to the stronqest economic power in the world for help.

The American and eritish governments were also coming to

realize that the German economy, for which they (as wel-l- as
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France and Russia) were responsible, woul-d need considerable

assistance.

In this context the American State Department began to

plan an aid programme for Europe. Although it was couched in

purely humanitarian and altruistic terms, !.here is litcle

doubc that the Americans considered such a plan vital for

their o\,vn national interests. In a paper on " Principles f or

Extension of U.S. Aid to Foreign Nations" prepared by the

Policy Planning Staff of the State Department in March L94l

it was stated thaL the policy of Lhe United States. v/as:

To support economic stability and
orderly political processes
throughout the world and oppose the
spread of chaos and extremism.
To reduce or to prevent the growth
or advancement of national or
international pov/er which
constitutes a substantial threat to
U.S. security and well- being and to
oppose programs of coercion and
infiltration, especially when
effected by the
minorities.

use of armed

c) To orient foreign nations toward the
U.S., toward support of the U.N.
and toward procedures in
international relations which are
consistent wíth the purpose of the
U. N.

d)

b)

And the proposed aid

objectives. The paper

progranme:

package was part

vrent on to list the

To take positive, forehanded and
preventative action in the matter of
U.S. interests through assistance to

of these policy

goals of the aid

1_)
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foreign nations. By timely provision
of moderate amounts of assist.ance to
avoid the development of crises
which will demand urgent, much
larqer expenditures.

To apply assistance, under a system
of priorities where it will- do the
most good from the standpoint of
promoting U.S. securì-ty and national
interest . Specifically, to give
highest priority to nations or areas
which are viral to our national
security and national interest.69

On May B, L94l Under Secretary-of-State, Dean Acheson,

advised an audience in Cleveland, Mississippi that the UniLed

States would probably soon have to begin' supporting the

economic reconstruction of Europe. He stressed the importance

of getting Europe, and Asia, on [heir feet again in order to
quarantee their economic and political stability and to
prevent hungry people from threatening freedom and

democracy.T0 o month Iater, on June 5, Secretary of State

George Marshal-l spoke at Harvard university and unveiled the

European Recovery Programme which became known as the

Marshall PIan. The speech itself did not in fact contain any

details of a "plan"; it was addressed simultaneously to an

American and a foreign audience and was designed to act as a

catalyst. Possibly to assuage domestic criticism, in his

speech Marshall threw out an offer to the Europeans which

made it clear t'hat American aid would be available Lo them on

the condition that they showed their willingness to help

themselves and work together. Requests for economic

2)
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assistance would be considered only if they came from a group

of countries, not from one individual nation.

This emphasis on union in Europe was to become a

recurring theme of American policy-makers and would be the

cause of much tension and friction ín the Western elliance.

Many people in the American administration believed that

union would be the cure for Europe's problems; a united

Europe would be more efficient and better able to stand up in

the front lines to communist pressure - or so the thinking

went. They naiveJ-y equated the situatíon in Europe with that

in North America in the eighteenth century when federation

had been the solution to America's problems; but in

advocating this route they vüere ignoring t.he long histories

and traditions of the European nation states.

Nevertheless, the Europeans responded. Ernest Bevin

heard Marshall's speech on the radio and was quick to grasp

its implications. OIiver Franks, the British Ambassador in

Washington at the time, has since observed: "Bevin seized on

Marshall's speech and never stopped running".JL He contacted

French Foreign Minister Bidault and together Ehey organized a

conference of sixteen European countries in Paris in JuIy to

coordinate European economic cooperation and respond to Ehe

offer of American assistance.The Conference drew up a report

requesting a total of 522 biltion in aid from the Uniced

States for the period l-948-51. Thj-s was the beginning of the
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European Recovery Programme. Truman went before Congrress on

December 19, 1,947 and requested funds for the Marshal-I PIan

which he described as "essential- to the maintenance of the

civil-ization in which the American way of life is rooted".72

rn offering the aid the united States had made a

conscious decision to by-pass the Unit.ed Nations Economic

Commission for Europe (ECE) which had been' established to

coordinate Ehe economic recovery of Europe. According to

George Kennan this was done to avoid having to deal with the

Soviet Union which was, of course, represented on the U.N.

commission. The Americans had, in fact, offered Marshall aid

to all of Europe * not just the West - in Ehe full knowledge

that it would be rejected by the Soviet Union and its allies.

fn this wây, they hoped, it would appear that if anyone was

responsibte for dividing Europe it was the Russians. T3

During this period Canada had also been organizing

economic aid for Europe, ofr much the same Iines as the

Americans . The Canadians, too, had recognized tha[ the

financial crisis in Europe lvas also a dollar crisis in the

sense that the bankrupt nations of Europe had no dollar

reserves v/ith which to buy either Canadian or American goods.

The Canadian Minister of Finance, J.L. Ilsey, had spelled

this out to [he Canadian House of Commons as early as

December L945. He expJ-ained Canada's interest in facilitating

the economic recovery of Europe in order to revj-ve and
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develop its own export trade. Even by t.hat early date

Canadian credits had enabled the European allies "to place

large orders with us not only for food and materials but for

manufactures, railway equipment, ships and so on".74 ey Lg47,

however, Canada was also beginning to suffer from the

inability of the Europeans to pay for goods in American

dolIars, which Ehe Canadians needed to finance their ovrn

rapidly growing trade with the United States. So Canada, too,

reacted positively to the Marshall Plan.

All in all- the Economic Recovery Programme (ERP), as

well as achieving its stated aim of facilitating the economic

recovery of Europe, was a great boon for the United States.

It greatly strengthened and consofidated its already powerful

posicion in .the Western world. A memorandum of the State

Department Policy Planning Staf f on July 27, 1"941, succinctly

summed up its benefits. rt. considered t.he main object of the

ERP to strengthen the European countries "a) so that they can

buy from us and b) so that. they wiII have enough se]-f-

confidence to wiEhstand outside pressure".75

In case any of the European recipients might be tempted

to weaken in t.he face of Ehat omínous "outside pressure", one

of the stipulations of Ehe programme was that no government

with communist members in it would receive any funds.76 r[

also appears that the threat, whether implicit or overt, to

suspend ERP funds was used by the Americans, orf more '-han one
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occasion, to influence the policical sicuacion in Europe. A

secret State Department memorandum of December t948 sent to

averill Harrj-man, the U. S. representative of the Economic

Cooperarion Administration (ECA) - the body administering the

Marshall PIan in Europe - discussed amongst other Ehings

American policy in France. The Memorandum suggests thac

Harriman make it clear to the French that unless the non-

communist politícians unite aqainst the communists in an

effort to form a stable, moderate French government "the

American people and Congress will- not understand the reason

for continuing substantial aid to France".JJ The implied

meaning seems cfear. Officials in Washington had also

considered thaL a cimely reminder to Britain "about some kind

of return on the European Recovery Programme or on the

crippling Lend-Lease bills might not be amiss " if

satisfactory arrangements could not be made for establishing

American bases in the u.K.7B rhe threat of suspension of

Marshall Aid \^/as also used later against the Dutch over the

issue of recognition of the American-supported Indonesian

government.T9

By the time the year L94l drew to a close, the Unired

States had firmly entrenched icself as the economic saviour

of Western Europe. With this considerable economic power the

Americans were often able to exert poliLical- pressure on the

countries they were assisting. All that no\^/ remained v¿as to

organize and consolidate the military shape of the American
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presence in Europe and of the Western alliance. This was to

be the major task on the agenda for L948.
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Chapter 2

THE NORTH å,TL.ê.NTIC TRE.å,TY ORGå,NIZ.å,TION

COMES INTO BEING

1948-1950

T THE NORTH .âTTJ.å,NTIC TREATY CONCEPT IS BORN

Fírst Steps

By Ehe start of L94B the mood in Western .Europe and

North America was one of increasing concern about both Soviet

intentions and the activities of internal communist efements,

especially in France and Italy. The Western governments

viewed these latter qroups as part of a world-wide communist

conspiracy, centrally directed from Moscow. The accuracy of

this kind of oversimplified interpretation must be open to

question, but its promotion and widespread acceptance were

cerCainly instrumental in furthering the organization of the

Western Alliance and the consolidation of cìre American

military presence in Europe.

When U.S. Secretary of State George Marshall and British

Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin met in London in December L94l

(see Chapter l-), following the breakdown of the final Foreign

Ministers' Conference, t'hey had discussed the need for some

form of associati-on between their two countries, France,
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Italy and possibly other West European nations, âs well as

the "Dominions". At that stage they did not anticipate that

this would be a formal alliance, but rather "an understanding

backed by power, money and resolute action. " 1-

There then followed two or three months of informal

contacts and secret discussions between the American State

Department and some of the European leaders. During this
time, while no formal commitments were made, the U.S.

Administration was actively considering both the ways in

which it mighC participate in Western European security
arrangements - in order to strengthen Ehe West against the

perceived Soviet threat - and, aL the same time, how it could

win Congressional support for such a role. Meanwhile, several

of the European governments, particularly the eritish, French

and Belgians, were coming to feel that they needed American

military, âs welI as economic, âssistance in order to

guarantee their security.2 Ernest Bevin, French Foreign

Minister Georg'es Bidault and Belgian Foreign ¡linister Paul-

Henri Spaak became the principal European advocates of an

American role in the defence of Western Europe.

In these circumstances, it was the gritish who made the

first public move. Foreign SecreEary Bevin formulated a plan

for some form of western Union, initially comprising Britain,

France and the Benelux countries of Be1gium, the Netherl-ands

and Luxembourg. He hoped that this would create "a solid core
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in Western Europe" to which "other states incl-uding It.aly,
other Mediterranean countries and Scandinavia " would

subseguently adhere.3

Bevin presented his proposaJ_s to the Bricish House of
Commons on January 22, L948. He envisaged a series of bi-
laterar treaties being concruded by erj-cain with France and

the Benelux countries, for protection primarily against a

resurgent Germany. These treaties would be modelled on the

March L947 Anglo-French Treaty of Dunkirk which created an

alliance committed to joint action against any aggressive

threat from Germany.4

When he rose Lo speak at Westminster, Bevin already knew

that his plans enjoyed the backing of the U.S. State

Department. He had discussed t'he issue of security
arrangiements for Western Europe with Marshall at their talks
in December. On January t9, three days before Bevin presented

his proposal-s to the House of Commons, Marshall had discussed

the matter with the Bricish Ambassador in Washington and

informed him t.hat he lMarshall] "vy'as already turning over in
his mind the question of the participafion of the United

States in the defence of Europe. " 5 In response to the

specific det.ails of Bevin's pJ-an, SLate Depaltment officials
let the nritish know that the Americans would prefer the

proposed treaties to be modelled on the Treaty of Rio di
Janeiro (fnter-American Treaty for Reciprocal AssisLance,
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signed by the U.S.and countries of Latin America, September

2, L947), which made provision for action against anv

agg,ressor, rather than on the Treaty of Dunkirk which was

d.irected solely againsc Germany. 6

The Americans seem to have been inLerested in the

Europeans organizing against more than just a revived

Germany.T They were concerned with organizlng Western Europe

as a bulwark against the Soviet Union and in the formation of

a grouping of nations which could function outside the

confines of Ehe united Nations (where the Soviet use of its
veto power was causing probì-ems for the West ) as the Rio Pact

had created in the Americas. Louis St. Laurent, as Chairman

of the Canadian delegation to che United Nations, had already

suggested to delegates, in September 1-941, that, in order to
thwart the Soviet veto, "nations may seek greater safety

in an association of democratic and peace-loving states

willj-ng to accept more specific international obligations in

return for a greater measure of national- security".B It was

just this type of organizaLion which the State Department \.vas

encouraging the Europeans to create.

Bevin knew full well, âs did the Americans themselves,

that the union he was proposing would have no substance

without a commitment of support from the United States. His

ambassador in Washington informed the U.S. Under-Secretary of

State, on January 27, that "the treaties that are being
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proposed cannot be fully effective nor be relied upon when a

crisis arises unless there is assurance of American support

for the defense of Western Eurotr)e", and he suggested that
secret talks begin between their two countries on the

matter. 9

Such talks, however, posed problems for the State

Department. Supportive as ít was of t.he formation of a

Western Union, it still had to get the Economic Recovery plan

appropriations approved by Congress, before it could go on to

seek support for military aid to nurope.l0 Furthermore,

before any formal undertaking of an American role in Europe

could be authorized, there remained the difficult'y of

overcoming traditional Congressional hesitation about any

overseas commitments which might jeopardize America,s ability
to act independently. Thus, the response to the eritish
request for talks was to explain the Administration's problem

and suggest that it would be more effective if the Europeans

v¿ere seen to be taking the initiative, âs they had done for

the ERP, by organizing themselves first. The State Department

informed the Bri[ish aE the beginning of February:

When there is evidence of unity with a
fi-rm determination to affect an
arrangement under which the various
European countries are prepared to defend
themselves, t.he UniCed States wilI
careful-ly consíder the part it might pfay
in support of such a Western European

, 11un10n. tt
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with evidence of such a move

would be easier to present to

receive its support.

Ehe Europeans, the matter

Conqress and more likely to

by

the

tL West European Union,

Invo lvement

Czechoslowakia and .å,merican

Bevin, and [he other European leaders involved,

understood the message. They immediately set to work

neqotiating not the series of bi-Iateral agreements which

Bevin had initially envisaged, buL the formation of a single

West European Union as the Americans had suggested. Lord

Franks, the erj-tish Ambassador in Washington between L948 and

L952, has recalled thaL all the participants realized that

the Union was to be "the sprat to catch the mackere.I", the

bait to assist the State Department in its efforts to win bi-
partisan Congressional support for American participation in

the defence of Western Europe.L2

Accordingly, talks began between ühe United Kingdom,

France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg in Brussels.

There was, of course, no official U.S. representation at the

meetings. The Americans \,vere, however, following developments

very closely, were informed daily of progress by [heir Chargé

in Brussels and were active behind the scenes throughout Ehe

negotiations.l3 The PoIicy Planning Staff of Ehe State

Department was busy considering ways in which the United
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States could support the proposed Union, short of actually
joining it. They recommended thaL "we should give it

assurance of our armed support " and try to bring a number of

other countries into it, such as Sweden and Switzerland.l4

At this point external events intervened to help speed

up the Brussels Treaty negotiations and further America's

interest in involving iCself miJ-itarily in Europe. Between

February 21- and 25 Ehe communist leader of the Czechoslovak

coaliCion government, Klement Gottwald, reorganized his

cabinet, replaced many of the non-communists with communists

and instituced "one-party rule". This was fol-lowed, o[ March

l-0, by the death of Jan Masaryk, the non-communist Czech

Foreign Minister, who \,üas killed by a fal-l- from a window of

the Forei-gn Ministry in Prague. Whether he fell-, jumped or

was pushed out of the window v¿as never establ-ished, but,

taken toqether, his dea[h and the government changes were

interpreted, in the West, äs part of a Moscow-inspired coup

d'écat and an indication of hostile, expansionist Soviet

intencions. Although this interpretation of events has been

questioned by several historiansl5, there is tittle doubt

that it had the effect of further consolidating support, both

in North America and Western Europe, for American involvement

in West European security.

The Brussels negotiations "now took on a different

tone". The military aspect of the Union became the primary
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concern and Germany's significance as a potential threat

faded into the background. Indeed, only one of the eighc

declarations of intent in the Preamble to [he subsequent

Brussels Treaty referred specifically to Germany.16

The Western nations responded to the "Czech coup" with

declarations of outrage and det.ermination to defend

themsel-ves against the "Soviet menace". President Truman

spoke of "the shock throughout the civilized worl-d" which

events in Czechoslovakia had caused. l7 General Lucius Clay,

the American commander in Berlin, warned, in a secret message

to Washington on March 5, that he felt war with the Soviet

Union was imminent; he added that "f am unable to submit any

official report in the absence of supporting data" but just

stressed that he sensed a new tenseness and threat in Ehe

air.1B Although CIA reports quickly assured the president

that war was unlikely in the immediate future, the American

response (from an edministration already deeply preoccupied

with communist successes in France and rtaly) was to develop

more concrete plans to thwart the further spread of communist

influence in Europe and replace it with American influence.

On March B, 1948, the Direccor of the Of'fice of European

Affairs in the State Department prepared a memorandum for the

Secretary of State on "How this Government can effectively
assist, apart from ERP, in stopping further expansion of

Communist dictatorship in Europe". In this document, the
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problem is presented as " Iess one of defense againsc overt

foreign aggression than against internal fifth-column
aggression supported by the threac of external force, on the

Czech model". fn chis situation, it v¿as argued, American

military support was essential- in order to reassure

"potential victims" and prevent them from embarking on "a

fatal policy of appeasement " . The Anglo-French-Benelux

neqotiations, then taking place, were considered to be "a

substantial- start" but it was feIt t.hat "the willingness of

this Government to participate in or support such an

arranqement is essential to its success and will enormously

increase European confidence that it is possible to prevent

extension of the area of dictatorship and worthwhite to fight
if necessary to prevent it". AccordingLy, the memorandum

recommended that the president begin consultations
immediately with the National Security Council and the

Congress to consider, amongst other things

L)

,\

The magnitude and
nilitary commitments
is in a position
respect to Europe.

direcc threat to
security. . . .

nature of the
this Government

to assume with

its ov/n

of U.S.

what steps we can take to deter
further fifth-column aggression on
the Czech model, including a
possible public declaration thaI
this Government considers that any
further suppression of free
countries in Europe would be a

3) The possibility
participa[ion in a North Atlantic-
Mediterranean regional defense
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arrangement. . . including initially
Great Britain, France Bene]ux and
Italy.

Advising Bevin and gidaulc that if
they really mean business the
Secretary would be glad to consult
with them and perhaps wich Sforza
IIta]-ian Foreiqn Ministerl and a
Benelux representative. . . .

The necessity of keeping a security
program separate from, although
parallel and related to, ERp.19

Reading between the Iines of this document, the

Americans seem to have been far more concerned with
controlling so-called " fifth-column" activities within
Western Europe and wiCh preventing Western governments from

cominq to any agreement \^/ith the Soviet Union Inote the

reference to "appeasement"l than with developments in Eastern

Europe itself. It appears they were quite willing to accept

the "iron crfrtain" division of Europe so long as American

influence and outlook remained paramount in the western half
of t.he continent. To thj-s end, by early March 1,948, they were

ready to consider participation in a "North Atlantic-
MediCerranean regional defense arrangement" both in order to
prevent the spread of Soviet influence and to bolster " such

free European governments as demonstrate their determination

to act in the common defense".20

This is also the conclusion reached by historian Robert

A. Garson. He argues that by L947 the United States had

accepted the Soviet dominafion of Eastern Europe and "had

¿'\

s)
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also come to recognize that this very domination could serve

to assíst in plans to consol-idate America,s position in
Western Europe, the Far East and Latin America. . . . The

repression in Eastern Europe could be used to goad West

European governments into croser co-operation with each other

and wich the United States,, . Theref ore, " the united
States...declined to challenge the Kremlin directty, while it
tailored it.s ostensible outrage to America's allies at home

and abroad. . . .Washi-ngton' s occasional_ outbursts over Russian

policy were basically a ruse for justifying its oh/n policì-es

of consolidation. "21

The Western response to events in. Czechosl-ovakia

provides a grood illustration of just such a tact.ic. President

Truman used the opporfunity of the "Czech coup" to speed up

the passaqe through Congress of the European Recovery

Program, âs well as to endorse the restoration of selective
mil-itary service. The March I memorandum had recognized the

Government's need to crystallize public opinion in support of

universal- military training and the strengthening of the

armed. forces.22 The events in Czechoslovakia proved very

useful for doing just this. The President and his
administration were in the process of transforming what was

essentially "a struggle for power and infl-uence into a great

moral- crusade."23 Commentators walter Lippman and Noam

Chomsky have since described this as the process of creating
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"manufactured consent " ,

American life during the

a process which

early CoId War

was such a feature

yeats.24

of

i i i The United. State8

Security System

Comnits ItseIf to an At lant, ic

On March l-l- the British Embassy in Washington sent an

aide-memoire to the Department of State expressing eritish
concern with the fact that the Soviet Union had approached

the Norwegian Government about the possibilicy of concluding

a bi-Iateral treaty of friendship and cooperation, on the

model of those it was concluding wiCh the East European

countríes. The eritish viewed this as a g'rave threat, âs an

"impending move on Norway" by the Soviets. The aide-memoire

stated that Mr. Bevin "considers that the most effectíve
course would be to take very early steps, before Norway goes

under, to conclude under Articfe 51- of t'he Charter of the

United Nations a regional Rtlantic Approaches Pact of Mutual

Assistance". The gritish recommended that this shoul-d include

the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, Eire, Iceland,

Norway, Denmark, Portugal, France "and Spain when it has a

democratic government. " The message concluded:

Mr Bevj-n is convinced that his majority
government in the united Kingdom and the
United States Government shoul-d study
without delay the establishment of such
an Atlantic security system, so that if
the threat to Norway should develop, we
could at once inspire the necessary
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confidence to
against Soviec

consolidate Ehe West
. ,)Ernlrltratron.¿J

The American

day, March 12

Ambassador:

response was swift

, the Secretary of

and unequivocal. The. next

State advised the erltish

P]ease inf orm Mr. Bevin Ehat in
accordance with your aide-memoire of
March tL, L9 48, w€ are prepared to
proceed at once in joint discussions on
the esLablishment of an Atlantic security
sYstem. 2 6

Five days later, orr March LJ, the Brussels Treaty was

signed. ft was immediately qreeted with declarations of

support by the governments of both the United States and

Canada. Speaking to a joint session of Congress, on the day

of the signing, President Truman welcomed the Treaty warmly

as a step toward "the protection and preservation of European

civilization" . He then described his country's position and

intentions quite clearly:

r am confident that the united States
will,by appropriate means, extend to the
free nations the support which the
situation requires. I am sure that the
determination of the free nations to
protect themselves will be matched by an
equal determination on our part to help
them do so. . . . I believe that we have
reached a point at which the posicion of
the Unit ed States shoul-d be made
unmistakabty crear.2l
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On the same day Prime Minister Mackenz

Canadian House of Commons in Ottawa,

described the pact as:

IC

in

King addressed the

similar vein. He

. . . a step to\^/ards peace which may well be
followed by other similar steps until-
there is built up an association of all
free states which are willing to accept
responsibilities of mutual assistance to
prevent aggression and preserve peace.

He went on to make the commitment that. . . .

Canada will play her fult part in every
movement to give subsLance to the
conception of an effective system of
coll-ective security by the development of
regional pacts under the Charter of the
United ruations.28

In retrospect, it seems probable, froÍn these staunch

decl-arations, that plans were already afoot for the creation

of a more comprehensive alliance, in which both North

American countri-es would be involved.

Within a matter of days, a series of secret meetings

began in Washington between the Amerícans, BriCish and

Canadians to consider questions of defence and security for

the North ALlantic region. The secrecy was such Lhat very few

people in either the sritish or the Canadian governments, or

the American Congress, even knew Ehe talks were taking
place.29 At the first meeting, on March 22, the British
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representative suggested that the French be invited to
participate. This was opposed by the u. s. representatives
who felt that " the French required consideration as a

security risk before the decision might be made. " As was to
happen time and again wich all the participants in the

subsequent talks on che Atrantic pact, the British and

canadians yielded to the American position, and France was

not invited to participate in this first series of
meetings.30

At the next meeting, the following day, t.he Americans

opposed the idea of either Ehe u. s. or canada actual-ly
joining the Brussels union "since Ehe united states hopes to

see the eventual development of a united states of western

Europe" of which the west European union could be the co...31
canada supported this position and in subsequent meetings

often reasserted that it, too, had no interest in joining the

Brussels pact.32 At the same meeting concern was expressed

about the fact that the security system under consideration
would be a purely Atlantic arrangement which woul-d excl-ude,

therefore, countries like ltaly, Switzerland and, eventually,

Germany. 3 3

On the day this second meeting was taking place, the

Poricy Pranning staff of Ehe state Department submitted its
report on the Brussels Treaty (ciced in the previous chapter)

which fulry recognj-zed the advantages for the united states
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of close association with the W.E.U. The Ieport suggested

that the u.s. should encourage the immediate extension of the

Western Union not only to Italy but also to Norway, Sweden,

Denmark and Iceland "with portugal_ t'o folIow speedily

thereafter". This v¿as the grouping of nations Ehe State

Department believed could form the core of an al-liance which

it could dominate because of ics po\^/er, wealth and

influence . 3 4

By the next meeting, on March 24, a draft position
paper, "irì the form of a unilateral US document,', was ready

f or discussion by the group. Although the _ d,raf t had been

prepared by British and Canadian, as well as American,

delegates, it was decided that it should be presented as a

purely American paper. This was both for the purposes of
presenting it to congress and the American people and so that
countries who were to be involved in the discussions at a

Iater date would not know t.hat the issue had already been

considered by others, withouI their
participation.35

knowledge or

The stated purpose of the draf t paper was ', to give

effect to the President's March L7 declaration of support for
the free nations of Europe, the recommendations of which will
require full bi-partisan consult.ation with US political
leaders to assure fu11 bi-partisan support. ,, This paper

stated, for the first time, that the objective of the
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participants was "a Security Pact for t.he North Atlantic
Area" of which "the US would be a member....along with atl
nations bordering on the North Atlantíc."36

At the final meeting of this group, ?. April 1, the

position paper was approved and ready for the State

Department to present for discussion to the National Security

Council and select Congressional- Ieaders, notably the

influential Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg, Chairman of Ehe

Senate Foreign Relations Committee. The paper spelled out the

action the United States was to take to give effect to the

President's March 11 declaration. The Americans were to take

the initiative in approaching other countries ,,to take part

in a conference with a view to the conclusion of a Collective
Defense Arranqement for the North Atlantic Area " . An

additional interesting feature of this paper is that it
states in one of the final clauses that "when circumstances

permiC " both Germany and Spain should be invited to adhere to

the proposed treaty. However, it is emphasized that "this
objective...should not be publiclv disclosed" Iemphasis in

->.7
orrgr_nall . J /

At the same time the other Brussels Treaty countries

still did not know about the discussions and plans being made

on their behalf in Washi-ngton. They had been assured, in
general terms, of American support, military and otherwise;

but they were not yet informed about any definite plans or
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commitments from the American Government.3S rhi= was because

the next step v¿as to cfear the way internally, within Ehe

United States Government, by getting Congressional approval

for the plans which had already been drawn up at the U.S.-

U.K.-Canadian talks on security.

At the beginning of april, the U.S. Under-Secretary of

State, Robert Lovett, beqan discussions with Senator

Vandenberg about the possibility of getting the support of

Congress for an REI-anCic security pact. Vandenberg indicated

his wil-lingness to Lry and work out a way to win over the

Congres=.3 9 The State Department,s efforts were being

encouraged by the Europeans, who were themsefves in the

process of trying to set up the miliEary structure of the

W. E. U. WhiIe they were sympathet.ic to the U. S.

edministration's difficulties, they argued that ,,a favourable

opportunity is not to be missed" to secure an alliance which

coul-d, provide American mititary support for Europe.40

By the middl-e of April Vandenberg had agreed to work

with the State Department Policy Planning Staff preparing a

resolution to be presented to Congress. He was reluctant to

propose a formal alliance for ratification but fel-t that a

moderate resolution, which did not detract from Cong-ressional

power to declare war, stood a good chance of being

accepted.4l Other influential people, like Senator Tom

Connally and John Foster Dulles (then a member of the U.S.
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delegation to Ehe Uniced Nations), were broughc in to assist
in the preparation of the resolution which was drafted and

redrafted in the course of the next couple of months. efter
much lobbying and discussion it was finalJ-y presented to the

Senate, approved and signed on June LL, 1948. The tv/o key

clauses of Senate Resolution 239 (which became known as the

Vandenberg Resolution) confirm American support for the

- Progressive development of regional and
other collective arrangements for
individual and col-l-ective self -defense in
accordance with [he purposes, principles
and provisions of the Charter.

- Association of the United States, by
constitutional process, with such
ra:.4iona1 and other col-Iective
arrangeinents as are based on continuous
and effective self-help and mutual aid,
and as effect its national security:42

With the ratification of nesolution 239 the way was now

clear to proceed with negotiations for an Atlantic alliance.
According to Lovett, the signif icance of the Resol-ution v¡as

not only that it opened the door to American overseas

commitments, but also Ehat it provided a "yardstick for
measuring conditíons under which the Uniced States Government

might furnish assistance to regional security groups. The

primary criterion is t'hat the security of t.he United States,

not that of any or all of the participating countries, must

be affected. "43 rn other words, the American decision to

involve iCsel-f in nurope was motivated not by concern for the
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countries of Western Europe bub by self-interest. This view

v/as reiterated the following year, just prior to t'he signing

of the North Atlantic Treaty, in conversations betv¡een

Secretary of State Dean Acheson and Senators Vandenberg and

Connally. Acheson told the Senators that, in his view, the

chief value of the Pact v/as not onJ-y to act as a deterrent to
future aggressors but also to appease France about Germany,

in order to settle the German question in the way the

Americans wanted. In the same conversation Senator Connally

" said he had understood that one of the chief values to the

United States of this Pact was the assurance it would provide

of the use of base facilit.ies in Greenland and lcel-and and

that if v/e did not get those we would not be getting very

much white we would be giving a great deaI.,,44

iv The Berlin Blockade Spurs on the .å.11iance

Again external events intervened and, this time, helped

set the Western A]liance [a]ks in motion. On this occasion

they concerned Germany. Following the breakdown of the

Foreign Ministers' Conference at the end of L941, American,

eritish and French representatives had met in London during

February and March l-948 to begin discussions about

establishing a separate West German government. fn fact, this
idea had been considered in both the United States and the

United Kingdom even prior to the failure of Ehe December L941

meeting. 45 onJ-y the French had serious reservations about
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setting up a German government and rebuildinq Germany. At the

London meetings their concerns were summarily brushed aside

and preliminary plans were made for creatinq a new West

German stace.46 rn addition, a separate currency v/as planned

for the western half of the country. Despite Soviet

objections, this currency reform was implemented in the

western zones in June. The Soviet response was to blockade

Berlin, cutting off all [raffic from the West and essentially

isolaUing West Berlin from the rest of the western sector.

On June 28, the Americans and ericish announced an

airlift to supply the beleaguered city. For cl-ose to a year

food, fuel, mail and men were flown in to West Berlin, while

discussions continued apace in London about the nev/ German

government. In addition, as a show of force, the Americans

moved long-range B-29 strategic bombers to air force bases in

England. In fact, the Berlin blockade provided a convenient

excuse for the United States to move ics bombers back into

the United Kingdom on a permanenc basis.47 elthough thej-r

presence was not presented as permanent at the time, the

Americans obviously intended them to be so. U.S. Secretary of

Defense, James Forrestal, noted in his diary, on July 15,

1948, the advantaqes of "sending B-29s to Britain":

It would accustom the British to the
necessary habits and routines that go
into the accommodation of an alien, even
though allied, power. We have the
opportunity now Iemphasis in original] of
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sending these planes, and once sent they
would become somewhat of an accepted
fixture, whereas a deteríoration of the
situation in Europe might lead to a
condition of mind under which che eritish
would be compelled to reverse their
present attitude.4B

Through a series of negotiat.ions

f inal Iy I i f t ed in tutay L9 49 . By that t ime

Treaty had been signed and a West German

on the way t.o being established.

the blockade was

the North Atlantic

government was well

II. THE NEGOTI.å,TIONS

Talks Begin

The Berlin blockade had not only provided a pretext for
moving the American air force back to Britain and for a

British rearmament programme, which began in.September L948,

but it also ensured thaL plans for the Atlantic alliance
moved ahead swiftly. On July 6 the Washington Exploratory

Talks (WET) on Securit.y began between representatives of the

United States, Canada and the five Brussels Treaty countries.

At. one of the first meetings t.he Americans made it clear

that, âS far as they were concerned, one of the foremost

objectives of the security arrangements under consideration

was that' "the respective countries shou]-d be strengthened to
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resist ínternar as wefl as external threats."49 The framework

\,vas clear. rhe aim was not merely the creation of a mj_litary

f orce to conf ront. ', the forces of evil " (as the Soviet Union

was referred to at Lhat earry meeting), or jusE to bolster
European confidence (which v/as a foremost concern of Ihe

eritish Government50), but, in addition, to control internal
unrest in the countries of Western Europe.

As Ehe talks progressed throughout the year, it became

apparent that the Americans were aiming for more than just an

alriance among themselves, canada and the Brussels Treaty

countries. They advocated the inclusion of rreland, rceland

and Portugal - to create a direct l-ink between western Europe

and North America - as well as rtary and sweden which they

considered to be essentiaf Lo West European security.5l

Canada, too, was in favour of a pact which covered Che

North Arlantic approaches52, although Lester pearson, in his
memoirs, claims canada had reservations about the inclusi-on

of Portugal- which did not meet the criterion of being a

"democratic" country. However, since Britain and the United

States were pushing for portuguese participation for
strategic reasons - control of The Azores - Canada quickly
dropped its obj ection=.53

There was al-so some hesitation, by the majority of the

countries participating in the talks, about the inclusion of
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rtaly. rts membership would obviously broaden the proposed

alliance to more than a purely Norch Atlancic organizatíon.54
The Americans had been lobbying for rtaly to be tinked, in
some way, with the western All-iance at least since the end of

L947. rn a National security council Report of November L4,

L947, entitred "The position of the united states wit.h

Respect to Italy", one of the recommendations was that the

united states should "vigorously seek through diplomatic
channels to bring about a more favorable attítude toward

rtaly on the part of the ericish and French Governments and

to enlisL their active support of our aims.',55

After several weeks of discussion about the
participation of rtaly, and other countries, che position of
the united states prevailed. By the end of .December it had

been agreed to invite lceland, Norway, Denmark, rreland and

Portugar to join Ehe pact, whil-e an invitation v/as extended

to rtaty early in rg49.56 rr was decided. tha[ the unired
states would approach all these countries and conducü the

negoti-ations wit.h each of them. 57 rn the event, only Eire
rejected the invitation, because of its confticcs with the

uniced Kingdom Government over the status of Northern

Irel-and.
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LI The American Role in
Signing of the Treaty

Lhe Negotiat,ione and the

The above events indicace the dominant, pivotal role
which Ehe united states ptayed in the negotiation and

formulation of the North Atlantic Treaty. Alt the wET

meetings were held in washington and chaired by the
Americans. According to Escott Reid, who was one of Ehe

canadian representatives at the tarks, particularly after
secretary of state, Dean Acheson, began chairing the

meetings, the Americans pushed through Lhe draft treaty with
littre opportunity for discussion or amendment by the other

WET delegates.5B

It was also the Americans who

with all the' other countries who

pact. Af ter the concl-usion of the

about the actual organization and

were drawn up first in the pentagon

other member countries for approval.

conducted the discussions

were invited to joín t.he

Treaty, the key decisions

structure of the Al-l-iance

and then presented to the
59

Lester Pearson, in his memoirs, expresses the concern he

felt at the time that Ehe tal_ks v/ere being held in
washington, rather than London or paris where they might have

been less subject to u.s. pressures.60 He strongry favoured

canadian invol-vement in an alriance with other countries, in
addition to the uniced states, where there would be whac he
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refers to as "security in numbers....bie did. not want to be

alone with our friend and neighbour. As a debutante on the

world stage we were worried, not about rape, but

seduction" .6l However, in their efforts to make the Treaty

into more than just a military alliance, the Canadians

quickly discovered Chaf American influence v/as paramount.

By February L949, the Canadian Government had decided to

press for a strong article to be included in the Treaty whích

dealt wich economic and social collaboration between the

member countries and with t.he promotion of democracy. The

Canadian Ambassador to Washington told the negotiators that

" there was a need for something which refIected Ehe

ideological- unity of the North Atlanc ic po\ivers . " 62 rt was

felt that this \^/as the onJ-y \day in which the Alliance would

endure. According to Lester Pearson (who was, by that time,

Canadian Secretary for External Affairs) "an alliance founded

on the fear of aggression and on the need to take defensive

action against agig,ression witl disappear when Ehe fear is

removed. If our alliance was to endure, it had to have

political, social and. economic foundations. "63

This argument was supported, init.ially, by the United

States and several other countries - witn the notabfe

exception of Great Britain, which took issue wiCh the cl-ause

from the outset. However, once Dean Acheson took over as

Secretary of State, he actively opposed Ehe proposal, âs did
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severar leading American senators.64 Acheson ínformed a wET

meeting, on February 8, 1949, that Senators Vandenberg and

Connally thoughc this article ,,detracted from the main

purpose of che treaty and got involved in social and economic

questions which might raise internal politicat problems,,.65

rronicarry, one of [he reasons the Canadian Government had

decided to introduce the issue in the firsc place had been to

assuage public opinion in Canada and, thus, forestall_ its own

"internal political problems". fn his memoirs, Acheson says

that he agreed with the Senators' opposition to Article 2,

felt no benefit would accrue from it and, therefore,
redrafted it to make it as weak as possible.66 To him the

canadian insistence on the Articre was simply a nuisance and

an irrelevancy.6T He succeeded in pushing through a much

v¿atered down Article 2 which, despite periodic Canadian

attempts to give it life, has essentiatly remained a dead

letter ever since.

By mid-l.larch L949 the final_ draft of the Treaty had been

agreed on by the twel-ve participating countries. With much

fanfare, the text vüas made public on March 1-8. On the same

day Acheson made a speech to t.he American peopÌe in which he

defended the Pact as a means of ensuring the security of the

United States world-wide. He said: "In the compact worl-d of

today the security of the United States cannot be defined in
terms of boundaries and frontiers. A serious threat to

international peace and security anywhere in the world is of
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direct concern to this country. Therefore, it is our policy
to help free peoples to maintain their integrity and

independence, not only in western Europe or the Americas, but
wherever the aid we are able to provide can be ef fective.,,68

on April 4 che foreign ministers of the twerve origì_nal
s ignatory states gachered i-n washington f or the signing
ceremony. At the same time che American, British and French
Foreign ttinisters signed the occupation statute for west
Germany. This set out the de[aits for the creation of a west

German Government. Tt defined the responsibilities that
government wourd hold and those which woutd remain in the
hands of Lhe occupying Þowers.69 Although they v/ere sti1l
unable to aqree on the details of Germany,s revival, all of
the western allies basically knew that, sooner or later, west

Germany would have to be brought into their alliance. cerman

soil- and manpower were going to have to be an essential
component of NATO's military strategy.T0 An editorial_ in t€.

Monde two days after the signing of the Treaty had crearly
recognized this f act . rt stated: ,,whether one cares to admit
it or not, the rearmament of Germany is embryonically
contained in the Atlantic AlIiance. "71

By August, L949, all the member governments had approved

the North Atlantic Treaty. what have been referred to as ,,the

twin children of the cold war,, - the Atlantic pact and the
Bonn Government - had come into being.72
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I I T IMPTJÏC"ê,TTONS AND Ã,FTER¡'Í.A,TH

Effect,s on

Èhe Pact

Nat ional Sovereignty and Support for

In the course of the neqotiations, afl the participants

appear to have recognized, and accepted, that they were

surrendering elements of [heir national sovereignty in this
process. The united States had been conscious of this all
along. It had made sure, however, v/ith the careful wording of

the Vandenberg Resolution and of the Treaty itself, that

Congressional power to declare war and American freedom of

action were safeguarded. The Europeans had wanted the Treaty

to guarantee automatic military intervention by the United

States if any one of the members was attacked. But the

American negotiators rejected such an obligation and came up,

instead, with Article 5 which commits each state only to

"such action as it deems necessary" in the event of an attack

on any partner.

The Americans, however, do not seem to have been as

solicitous when it came to safeguarding the independence of

action of their partners. A State Department Policy StaEement

on France, of September 20, 1948, says that "Privately, the

US has let the participating IBrussels Treaty] governments

know that it hopes...the cautious inicial steps toward,

military, political and economic cooperation wil-1 be fol-lowed
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by more radical departures from Eraditionar concepts of
nationaf sovereignty" . T3 rn his account of the creation of
the Treaty, Escott neid says chat American o fficials
frequentry emphasized the need to surrender aspects of
nationar sovereignty in order to establish security for the

west. He implies that this outlook was tacitly accepted by

all the negotiators.T4

Indeed, the other members do seem to have been well
av/are of this facet of the alliance they were entering into.
Lord Franks, speaking later about Britain's attitude, said
that the uniced Kingdom did not hesitate to sacrifice
elements of it.s sovereignty by signing the North Atlantic
Treaty, although it \,vas not prepared to take such a radical
step with Europe al-one.75 Lester pearson, for his part, felt
that "interdependence" was more important than notions of
independence and sovereignty. He supported the extension of
American pov/er in the battle against international- communism

and believed t.hat small nations, like canada, should group

themsel-ves around big powers in order to guarantee their
security.T6 rhis was what had occurred in the creation of the

North Atlantic elriance. He was crearlv not alone in this
conviction.

In his memoirs, Pearson quotes a memorandum he wrote for
Prime Minister King on April 20, L948, after a meeting he had

hel-d \,vith Belgian Foreign Minister Spaak in Ottawa. They had
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discussed the prospects of an aIl-iance and Spaak had

indicated to Pearson that "he would go very far in [he

subordination of European national interests to international

action for security."77 And France, for its part, âs early as

1946, had enshrined in the Preambl-e to ics nev/ Constitution

that: "France consents to the Iimitations of sovereiqnty

necessary for the organization and defence of peacs".7B

Thus, it seems that the governments of eleven of the

twefve signatory states willingly signed away part of [heir

[raditional independence and freedom of action in order to

guarantee their security in the nev/ international- conditions

of the post-\,^/ar world. That is not to sây, however, that the

Treaty went ent irel-y unopposed within each of the member

countries.

As mentioned above, it seems one of the main reasons

that the Canadians introduced Articl-e 2 was to temper

domestic opposition to the Treaty. At the WET meeting of

February 8, L949, the Canadian Ambassador stressed that "it

woul-d cause great policical difficul[y in Canada if there

were no article. . . of a non-military nature . "J 9 Pearson

admits, in his memoirs, that the Canadian ¡iosition on non-

military cooperatl-on "was admittedly political. We did not

think that the Canadian people, especially in Quebec, would

wholeheartedly take on far-reaching external commitments if

they were exclusively military in character."B0 rndeed,
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Canadian Government anxiety about popular response to the

proposed alliance was such that, right at the beginning of

the neqotiat.ions, ít suspended free Erade talks with the

Americans pending t'he conclusion of the Treaty. It v/as

considered that it would be i11-advised to confront the

Canadian people with t\^/o such contentious issues aIl at

once. B1

fn ericain, from as early as L947, the l-eft-wing of the

Labour Party, Ied by Richard Crossman and Michael Foot, had

been very vocal in opposing the Labour Government's foreign
policy and what they reqarded as eritain's "dangerous

dependence on the United States of America ' .82 They were

joined in their condemnations by various socialist and

communist groups. The Crossman group did, however, giive

conditional- support to Britain's L948 rearmament programme,

as Iong as it did not detract from economic recovery or

spending on social measures.S3 rn the event, however, the

approval of the NorEh Atlantic Treaty aroused rel-atively
little opposition in Britain. In the House of Cornmons vote to

approve the Treaty there were LI2 abstentions, six votes

against and a large majority in favour.84

rn France, where popular anti-American sentiment was

widespread, there was a stormy debate in the National

Assembly on the Treaty. It v¿as opposed by both the right and

the left, primarily because of the implications about
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Germany's future posiCion in Europe. The Communists argued

that the United States clearly had future German rearmament

in mind and the right continued to view Germany as more. of a

threat to France than the Soviet Union. But the Treaty was

approved, nonetheless.B5 The discussion on the Treaty caused

internal dissent. in several other European countries (Italy

and Denmark, to name Cwo ) and in rceland it sparked

communist-led riots. 86

Even wichin t.he united States Government itself , t.he

Treaty had its critics. The Director of the State Department

Policy Planning Staff, George Kennan, consistently opposed

ühe Pact because of its mj-litary nature. In a paper presented

to the Secretary of State, oÍr November 23, L948, he argued

that the danger facing the West was a political, not a

military, one. He felt that the proposed pact woul-d divert
attention from the ERP by emphasizing a danger which he did

not believe existed but which "might be brought into
exj-stence by too much discussion of the milítary balance and

by the ostentatious stimulation of a military rivalty.Bl

At the Congressional- Hearings on the North Atlantic

Treaty held in April and May 1,949, some critics did speak out

against it. Henry Wallace, speaking for the Progressive Party

of America, and James P. Warburg both argued that the

Alliance would create the very military threat which it

claimed to be defending against.SB There were al-so objecLions
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from long-time isolationists, Iike Senator Roberc A. Taft,
who bel-ieved the Treaty would oblige che united stares to arm

the nations of Western europe.B9 Despite these objections,
only thirteen Senators voted against the Treaty whích was

ratified by Congress on July 21-, 1949.90

l-1 The Military

OrganÍzation

å,s s Í stance Program and Prel Íminary

The signing of the Treaty was followed quickly by

requests for military aid from eight of the NATO member

countries and by the ensuing American Military Assistance

Program (l¿ep) Four days after Congress approved the Treaty,

President Truman requested g1.45 billion for military aid for
NATO a1lies as well as Greece, Turkey and the ehilippines. In

September Congress granted $1.3 biIIion.

The American Government had no doubt about the val_ue and

purpose of this aid. fn April, Secretary of State Acheson had

already outlined the importance of MAp in front of the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee. He had argued that

The furnishing of milit'ary assistance to
the Atlantic Pact countries is designed
to assist us in attaining the fundamental-
goal of our foreign policy: the
preservation of international peace and
the preservation of the security of the
united states.91
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He was somewhat more candid in a memorandum he sent to the

President on May 12, L949

rt is important that Congress act on the
Military Assistance Program at this
session. railure to so act would
compromise seriously our leadership among
free nations, result in the possible loss
of the initiacive which those nations
have secured, and prejudice our èntire
foreign policy interests.92

In discussing [he importance of America's military
contribution to the Alliance, a memorandum from George Kennan

at the Policy Planning Staff puts the American position in
clear perspective.

Our whole position in argument Iover
respective roles in strategic planningl
must rest largely on the predominance of
our contribution and on what we are being
asked to do for Ehe others. ff we have
nothing to give we can hardly expect
others to accede to our views.93

And accede to its views in NatO planning and org,anization was

precisely what the United Stat.es wanted and expected from its
new allies, as future events would show.

As yet, the Al-liance exísted in name only. Throughout

1-949 preparations were made for the creation of the actual

working structure of the organization. It was to be run by a

Council comprised initially of the Foreign trtinisters, and

subsequently permanent representatives, of each of the member
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states. The first Council meetingi was held in September L949.

Aü that time the Defence Committee v¿as escablished,

consisting of the Chiefs of Staff of aII the member nations

(Iceland, havingi no armed forces, \^/as to be represented by a

civilian) . Significantly, the Defence Committee was based

permanently in Washington, as was the Standing Group. this
was essentially the Defence Committee's executive body which

consisted of the Chiefs of Staff of the United States, United

Kingdom and France and was organized to function continuously

in Washington.94 rhis core military steering group was

proposed by the Americans, who actively discouraged the

desire of both Ita1y and the Netherlands to join it.95
Canada, for its part, was quiCe happy for Washington to be

the base of the military organizations. Its main concern was

that the Atlantic Pact should not disrupt its own

arrangements with the united states in the Military
Cooperation Committee (Che successor to the war-time Joint

Board of nefence) .96

AE the September North Atlantic Council meeting a

working party recommended that five regional groups be

established "to prepare decailed plans for'possible war".

These were 1-) t.he North Atlantic Ocean group; 2) the U.S.-

Canada group; 3) Ehe Northern Europe group; 4) the Western

Europe group; and 5) the Western Mediterranean group. These

were al-I formally established at the meeLing. The United

States lras represented officiall-y in only the first two
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grolrps. However, at secret talks held in washington, between

the Brítish, French and Americans at the time of the meetíng,

the British requested that the Americans participate in the

three European-based groups as werl. Acheson assured Bevin

that the u.s. intended to play an active role, without
officialJ-y being members, on che condition that this did not
in any way l_imit ,,the ultra-secret gl_obal planning
arrangements" then existing between their two countries.9l

Thus, by the end of Lg49 the North ALlanLic Alliance was

well on ics way. rhe Americans \,vere beginning the process of
arming western Europe and v¿ere in a position to diccate
ensuing deveropments. Two events toward the end of the year

set the stage for the consolidation and expansion of the
western All-iance under American auspices. 'rn August, the

soviet union exploded its first atomic bomb. rn response,

President rruman ordered a comprehensive review, to be

carried out by the Departments of state and Defense, of
American foreign policy objectives in peace and war. These

two events were to have a significant effect on the future
course of the North Atlantic Alliance and would pray a key

rol-e in the final- stage of consoridating the organization.

1_- Foreiqn Relations of the united states (FRUS), vol. rrr, record of
talks between Marshall and Bevin in London, December 17 L947, summarized
in a tel-egram from the us chargé in London to Marshal-r, December 22
L947 , p.1 .

2 s." for exampre of kind of talks taking place, FRUS'L94g, vol.rrr,
record of talks between French Foreign Minister Georqes Bidault, French
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Minister of the Armed Forces Paul Henri Teitgen, First Secretary of the
US Embassy in Paris and US military attachés in France, paris, January
29 L948, pp .6L1 -619 .

3 fRus 7948, Vol. III, BriLish Àmbassador in Washington to the Secretary
of State, January 13, 7948, pp.3-4
4 J-b:!5]--, British Ambassador in Washington to the Under-Secretary of
State, January 27, 1948, pp.14-15 and Lord Ismay, NATO: The First Five
Years 1949-1954 (Paris: NATO fnformation Service, 1954) , p.7.
5 fRus Lg48, Vol.III, Brj-tish Ambassador to Under-Secretary of SLate,
January 27 , L948, pp.14-15.
6 fbid., memorandum from George Kennan, Director of State Department
Polícy Planning Staff, to Secretary of State, January 20, L948, Þp.7-8;
ïsmay, NATO: The First Fiwe Years, p.8; and All_an Bu1lock, Ernest Bevin:
Foreiqn Secretarv (London: Heinemann, 1983 ) , p.517 .

7 Th"." were indicati.ons, by as early as the end of 1,94'7, that the
Americans envisaged the establishment of a new Vrrest GermarÌ government,
which could serve as a strong front-line of defence against Eastern
Europe. See, for example: George Kennan, Memoirs: 1925-1950 (Boston and
Toronto: Little Brown & Co., 196'7), p.401 and Robert A. Garson,
"American Foreign Policy and the Limits of Power: Eastern Europe 1946-
1950", Journal of Contemporary HisLory, Vol.21-, No.3 (July l_986),
p.353. This position was also supported by some in the British
Government. Josef Foschepot.h argues in "British Interest in the Division
of Germany after the Second WorLd War,, (JCH, VoL.2I , No.3, p-392) that
the British favoured "the de facto division of Germany into one part
under eastern and one under western control-...and the founding of a
separate lniest German state. . . in order to integrate it into the western
sphere of influence".
B Speech by Louis St. Laurent, Chairman of the Canadian delegaLion to
the United Nations, to the UN General Assembly, September 18, 1947, in
R.A. McKay, ed., Canadian Foreiqn Policy 1-945-1954: Selected Speeches
and Documents (Toronto: McCIelland and Stewart Ltd., t97I), pp.95-97.
9 rRus 1948, vo1. rrr, pp.14-15.
10 fhi= point has been made by, amongst oLhers, Escott Reid - one of Lhe
Canadian negotiators at the North Atl-antic Treaty talks - in his
detailed account of the negotiations, Time of Fear and Hope: The Makj.no
of the North Atlantic Treaty 1"947-1949 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart,
1977), p.4t
11 fRus 1,948, Vol. III, Under-Secretary of State to the British
Ambassador, Washington, February 2, L948, pp.17-18
12 t-lk by Lord Franks on "Anglo-American Relations, L947-Ig52",
delivered at the London School- of Economics and Political Science,
November 21, 1985.
13 Atr example of such behind-the-scenes influence was when, prompted by
its concern about communist activity in ftal-y, the State Department
informally raised the question with the Brussels negoLiators of the
possibility of including ltaly in the proposed union in the near future.
(See FRUS L948, Vol. III, Marshall to the U.S. Embassy in Brussels,
March 3,1948, p.35.) This was part of ongoing American attempts to
strengthen the position of the ftalian Government against the
Communists, prior to the pending ftalian elections and was the rationale
behind a Report of the National- Security Council of March 8, L948, which
recommended that the United States should "press for the immediate
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incl-usion of Italy in negotiations for lr/estern Union,,. (FRUS 1948, Vol.
IIl, pp.775-1'79.
14 K.nrr..r, Memoirs, p.404. Kennan quotes the Report but does not give a
preci-se date for it, just saying it was presented in ,,ear1y March".
15 s"", for example, Joyce and Gabriel Kolko, The Limits of power: The
world and United States Foreiqn Polícv. 1945-1954 (New york: Harper and
Row, 1972), pp.392-398. cambridge historian Gwyn prins, speaking in a
B.B-C. Radio 4 documentary "NATO" in May 1986, described the background
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severe food shortage because of crop failures. Non-communist czech
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military concessions in czechoslovakia in return. viewing this as
bl-ackmai1, the Czechs refused and the communist ministers then arrangedfor the Soviet Union to provide aid. According to prins, the West couldeasily have maintained friendly relations with a neutral czechoslovakj-a,
but it was "thrown into the hands of the Soviets" because of narrow U.S.
suspicions and misconceptions.
16 alfred Grosser, The !,trestern Alliance: European-American Relations
Since 1945 (London: Macmil_lan press, 19gO), p.g5.
17 Bullock, Bevin, p.410.
18 Barton J. Bernstein and Al-l-en J. Matusow, eds., The Truman
Administration: A Documentarv Historv (New york and Lond.on: Harper &
Row, 1966) , p.269.
19 rRus L948, vol-. rrr, pp.4o-42.
2o r¡ia.
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(July 1986), pp.341-366.
22 ¡'nus Lg4g, vol . rrr, p.41 .
23 Donald creighton, The Forked Road: canada 1939-1957 (Toronto:
McClelland and Stewart, L976), p.141.
24 Lippman and Chomsky ldere speaking in an American film entitl-ed ,,Are
Ide Winning Mommy? " . This could not be shown in the United States but was
broadcast on British channel 4 tel-evision on August L0, 1987. The film
highlights the importance of the part played by propaganda to justify
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T}f E YEåRS

Chapter 3

OF CO}üSOLTDATTOS{ ffqD

19s0-19ss
EXPANSTOsü

.ê,MERICå,N FOREIGN POIJICY OB,JECTIVES AND WESTERN

EUROPE

Following t.he short period of what Lord Ismay, NATO,s

first secretary-Generar, has called "cautious optimism and.

slow methodicar progress"l, the years between j-950 and r-955

v/ere a time of intense activity. They saw the creation,
organization and rapid growth of the military structure of
the Al-riance, and its extension to incrude three new member

countries - none of which were actually North Atlantic
nations.Although the activities and issues NATO concerned

itsel-f with in the early l-950s were wide-ranging and complex,

it had, essentially, tv,/o main preoccupations. These v¿ere the

formatj-on, build-up and arminq of the military wing of the

organizatj-on and the search for a way to bring west Germany

into the fold. on both of these fronts it was the united
States which took the initiative and moulded Alliance policy.
As mentioned at the end of the previous chapter, the Soviet

explosion of an atomic bomb in late Augus:- L949 prompted

President rruman and his administration to initiate a

comprehensive review of American foreign and defence policy.
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The result was a lengthy, secret report known as NSC 68 which

was completed by the National Security Council in April Full

of CoId War rhetoric, this document could be characterized as

the ideological rationalization and justi fication for
America' s globa1 anti-communist, and specifj-catty anti-
Soviet, crusade as well as for its dominant role in that
campaign - a campaign which, accordj-ng to the report, imposed

upon Ehe Unit.ed States " in our own interests, the

responsibility of worl-d leadersh ip', .2

NSC 68 considered both "the Fundamental purpose of Ehe

United States" and "the Fundamental Design of the Kremlin".

ft analyzed what it called "the Underlying Conflict in the

Realm of ldeas and Values " between the two superpowers as a

result of whi.ch

Our free society, confronted by a threat
to its basic val-ues, naturally will take
such action, including the use of military
force, âs may be required to protect
those values.

For this "a stronq military

essential-" . This was, indeed, the

posicion - the urgent necessity

the West, under the leadership

rationale for America's pivotal

spelled out:

posture [was] deemed to be

bottom line in the American

for a military build-up by

of the Uniced States. The

rol-e was f airly clearly
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Our overall policy at the present time
may be described as one designed to
foster a world environment in which the
American system can survive and flourish.

And whac role was envisaged for the rest of the Western world

in thj-s grand design? "The full capabitities of the rest of

the f ree world are a potent ial j_ncrement to our ov/n

capabilities" but that "free world', could only be united and

qiven a sense of purpose by the U.S. "In.the absence of

affirmative decision on our part, the rest of the free world

is almost certain to become demoral-ized. Our friends may

become more than a liability to us; they can eventually
become a positive increment to Soviet po\turer,, . The

conclusion, therefore, was that it was incumbent upon the

United States to "organize and enlisc the energies and

resources of the free worÌd" for "a much more rapid and

concerted build-up of actual- strength". It was recognized

that this would be a costly undertaking, involving
"signj-ficant domestic financial and economic adjustments" .3

Accordingfy, this policy reapprai-sal which has

subsequently been characterized by one commentator as "a call
for global war" 4 - anticipated an expansion of the annuaÌ

U.S. defence budget from S13.5 billion to at least S40
.trbi I I ion. f, rn the event, the actual funds allocated for

military spending increased from $13 billion in fiscal year

l-950, to 522.5 billion in 1-951 and $43.9 billion in L952.6

Commenting on the decision to take the path of military
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expansion, historian David Horowitz has argued that the

American J-eadership persisfed ín opposing negotiations and

diplomacy as a means of settling outstanding problems in
Europe and opted instead for "a programme of military
rearmament on a scale never before witnessed in peacetime".T

rhis was the backdrop against which American actions in
the ensuing years took place. That is not to say that NSC 68

marked a sudden chanqe of dírection in American foreign
policy. As seen in earlier chapters, from at least L947 and

the enunciation of the Truman Doctrine, the United States had

been inclined towards confrontation rather than negotiation
in its rel-ations with the Soviet Union and the rest of

Eastern Europe. The report was, rather, the refining and

concrete formulation of ideas and plans which the U.S.

Administration had been considering for some time.

fn t.he same month that Truman ordered the policy

reappraisal (January l-950), George Kennan's policy planning

Staff drew up an outline of American foreign policy interests
worl-d-wide for Secretary of State Dean Acheson to use in his

discussi-ons on the international situation with the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee. This summary .higrhlighced the

importance of the Military Aid Program (MAP) and American

plans for "integrated defense" by the North Àtl-antic
Alliance, âs well as the achievement of a stable West German

government which could be fully integrated into Western
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Europe. the summary al-so indicaced America's intention
intervening anywhere in the worrd it considered necessary

order to stop " Russian communist expansion" . B

lhe reference in the summary to "integrrated defense"

refers to the plans drawn up by the u.s. Departments of state
and Defense for defending the entire North atlantic area.

These were approved by president rruman on January 27, the

same day the united states signed bi-lateral mititary
assistance agreements with the eight European NATO countries
and arlocated s900,000,000 in military aid funds. rhe plans

were then presented to the AtÌiance partners for approval,

approval which was given with what the American records

describe as "no major substantive changes,,.9

oespice the apparent easy agreement with U.S. plans by

Ehe other members, the state Department was beginning to be

concerned with what was to be a recurring American criticism
of j-ts NATO arlies, namely a perceived ]ack of zeaL for the

cause. rn February 1950, the u.s. chargé d'Affaires in London

sent a tereqram to Ehe secretary of state expressing concern

about what he described as " f laggj-ng enthusiasm" even in
"some genuinely friendly non-communist circfes,'. He feared

that "this could lead to resurgence of the neutrality complex

in western Europe" and "weaken the will to buitd western

solidarity and strength". He hastened to add that this
"wavering" was not yet evidenc in government circles, but

of

in
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could be found in some sections of t.he general pubtic. He was

concerned lest it "remove the stimulus to governments to

take specific measures in furtherance of Norch etlantic

Treaty objectives". one solution he proposed was to step up

the public information program aimed at Western Europe in

order to "bring about...renewed appreciation of wisdom and

benefit of NAT and generate. . resurqence European zeal for

creating the necessary solidarity and improving the military
posture of the Atlantic community".l0

A similar pragmatic and somewhat manipulative approach

towards Western Europe was manifested in a memorandum from

the Director of the Coordinating Committee of the MutuaI

Defense Assistance Program (MDAP) uo his deputy in London. He

summarized Amerj-ca's attitude to its European partners in

this way:

It is in the enlightened self-interest of
the united States to support. . . the free
countries of Western Europe with their
total population of 300 million people, a
high percentage of skilled artisans and
potent.ial soldiers, an industrial
product.ion at least two times as great as
the USSR and satell-ites, and with
political- and moral tradiLions like our
own. This support must increasingly aim
at uniting the strength of Europe and
must be applied with an increasj-ng degree
of u. S. leadership. 11-
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TÏ TURNTNG POINTS OF 1950

The London Conferences

The preceding telegram v/as sent at the time when

preparations were underway for the London Conferences. These

were three separate seLs of meetings which took place in
London, in May and Ju.ne 1950, and were intended to fay the

groundwork for the future shape of the Western All-iance.

They consisted of bi-partite U.S.-U.K. ta1ks, tri-partite
U.S.-U.K.-France talks and a full- tweÌve power North Atlantic

Council (NAC) meeting. In the minds of the eritish and French

governments the primary purpose of the discussions v/as to

make t'he North AElantic Treaty into a Iiving real-ity by

sorting out its organizational problems and creating the

institutions rr"""="ury for further Western cooperat ion.L2

As far as Bri-tain was concerned, it considered the bi-
partite talks by far the most importanL of the three sets of

meetings. It hoped that these would define the AngIo-American

special relationship and place it at the the centre of the

Atlantic Pact. "From the ericish point of view...the ends

which the new Anglo-American partnership should serve were to

strengthen Great Britain's position as a worl-d pov/er and to

emphasize the importance of the At.l-antic. framework for

Western consolidat.ion" .13 The ericish vrere even hesitant to

include France in this inner circle, afthough Canada was
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regarded as acceptabl-e and reliable. A brief prepared for the

British delegacion at the Conferences on the " general

aIEitude to be adopted towards the French as regards our

talks with the Americans on major policy issues" stressed

Lhar

ft must be recognized...that Ihe. real
direction of the AElantic Pact effort
must be in Anglo-American-Canadian
cooperation and, if possible, in some
'inner group' whose duty it might be to
examine both economic and strategical
necessíties.

It v/as realized, of course, that such activity could not be

organized openly and that "there should be some facade" of

including France and possibly ItaIy; but, the brief stressed,

the existence of any such unofficial group "should be kept

entirely from Ehe Latins"l4

The French, for their part, had no int_ention of being

excluded from the inner circle of Western powers. In mid-

April the French Foreign Minister, Robert Schuman, told Ehe

United States t.hat he felt "grave dísquiec" about the bi-
lateral englo-American talks, fearing they may have an

unfavourable effect on France.15 Consequently, and primarily

as a result of American initiative, the tri-partite talks

were organized. The Americans were keen to encourage and

support France as a way of promoting European unity and,

uJ-timately, involving West Germany with the western bloc.
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Recogni zing this, Schuman chose to consult the State

Department before announcing his plan for pooling the French

and German coal and steel industries in a supranational

organization which other nations could also joi-n. This Coal

and Steel- Community was precisely the type of move toward

federacj-on in Europe which t'he Americans favoured (and the

British rejected).

while the two former European i-mperial powers worried

about how to maintain their power and status in the new

alliance and vied with each other for American favour, the

United States \^/as making its own plans for NATO and

formulating its objectives. The State Department considered

the main importance of the London meetings not the issue of

organization but as an opportunity to discuss important

political questions and elaborate nev¿ policy directions,
particularly with reg,ard to Germany. In a conversation with

the eritish Ambassador in Washington, at the end of April,

Acheson emphasl-zed that time was of the essence for the

Alliance to adopt definiCe plans to "deal with Russia". He

proposed the four main topics thaL should be considered in

London: defence, Germany, Asia and maximization of

international trade. He emphasized chat Europe should be

prepared to divert manpower and materials for the defence

effort and that means would have to be found to tie Germany

in with the West in all vrays, short of forming a German

army.16 Most NATO members realj-zed, by this time, that West
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Germany would eventually have

but' many tended to feel that

such a move, particularly for

western def etrce.17

to participate in the AIliance,

the time was not yet ripe for

German military involvement in

Although the question of actually rearming Germany was

not being seriously considered by the State Department in
April, it did reg,ard as urgent the need to involve the West

Germans wit.h the West in the political and economic fields
and to utilize German resources and manpo\^/er for the defence

effort.lB The U.S. Department of Defense, hov/ever, had long

been convinced thaL "Europe could not be defended wichout the

wilting and active participation of West Germany', .191¡ may

well- have been considering the question later posed by

commentator Alfred Grosser: "Could the American general sLaff

afford to do wichout the human potential of a country whose

population voted 95 percent anti-communist and rely on

France, whose voters qave Ehe Communist Party 25 percent of

their vote?"20

The London meetings put the issues of German

participation and Western rearmament on the agenda for the

first time, although no binding decisions were made. At a bi-
partite meeting on May 10, Acheson told the eritish he

thought " it woul-d be a great miscake to decide now that

Germany should never enter the Atlantic Pact although for the
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time being it might be politically impossible to say that she

should " 2 l

Essentially, the only achievement

Conf erences was to air the issues, but Iit.t

Department of State and the eritish Foreign

o

Ie

of

f the London

more. The U.S.

fice were both

reportedly dissatisfied wich the outcome the eritish

because their "Atlanticist" hopes had been dashed and they

" failed to establish a secure and exclusive basis of Anglo-

American cooperation within the Western Alliance" and the

Americans because they had not made much headway on the

i ssues they cons idered most importan t .22 Nor v¡ere the

meetings particularly satisfactory for the small-er members.

Lester Pearson reported to his government ín Ottawa after the

London Norrh Atlantic Council meeting that "there was, as

usual-, a greneral rel-uctance...to express any misgivings felt

as to proposals put forward by the U.S. representative"23

i i Korea and the ¡¡eed to Maintain

Europ e

Bo1d. Front in

After the meetings t.he Americans turned their attention

back to their main preoccupation - Ehe military build-up of

the Alliance. On June I, President Truman requested mi1it.ary

aid funds for 1951 from Congress. He asked for about Sf

billion for the North Atlantic area, 5120 million for Greece

and Turkey, 527.5 mil-lion for rran, Korea and the PhiJ-ippines
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and S7.5 million for China. He also asked for flexibility in

moving funds around and relaxation on the restriccíons
regarding which countries could receive military aid. His

requests were approved by the Senate in a unanimous vote on

June 30 and by the House of Representatives (with a vote of

362-L) on July Lg .24

By JuJ-y, the U.S. was beginning to pressure the allies

to increase their military efforts. IE was recognized that

the levels of rearmament the Americans had in mind would

require economic sacrifices all round and slow the pace of

European recovery. rn a memorandum dispatched to American

diplomatic offices in all Ehe North Atlantic Treaty

countries, just prior to the first meeting of the North

Atlantic Council Deputies in late JuLy25, Acheson stressed

that atI members would have to increase their military

budgets by raising taxes and transferring funds from non-

military to military spending. He instructed that this

" should of course be conveyed in such a manner as to avoid

any impression that we are attempting to dictate to our

friends the action they shld take."26

Once more events far outside the North Atl-antic area

were to play a significant part in helping the Americans

achieve their objectives. On June 25 a force of North Korean

soldiers crossed the 38th parallel into South Korea. How open

and clear cut an act of aggression this was has since been
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questioned by some historians and remains a matter of debate

to this day.21 Nevertheless, the Americans, who had been

instrumental in establishing the government in Souuh Korea,

viewed it as a blatant, hostile, communist act of aggression

inspired, íf not directly organized, by Moscow. They v¿ere

quickly able to mobilize support from their- NATO and other

Western allies, âs well as from the united Nations, for
immediate military retaliation and within 48 hours American

ground and air forces had been were deployed in Ehe region.

A report by the National

suggested how lucky it was for

occurred where and when it did.

Security Council. on JuIy 1,

the U. S. that the attack had

Our current invol-vement in the Korean
crisis is unique in that it has occurredj-n che only theater in which the U.S. is
capable of conducting immediate general
offensive operations with its armed
forces. fn all other areas. . . the 'armed
forces of the U. S . are either not
appropriately posiLioned or are of such
inadequacy as Lo be incapable of
effective action in Ehe event of further
crises.28

The report went on to warn that the Soviet Union was

likely to test Amerj-can resolve in other areas. ft therefore

urged that the Europeans be encouraged to " shov/ utmost

vigilance and firmness in the face of any and alI Soviet

encroachments. ..We, together with other NATO powers...must

keep up a botd front in Europe.'29
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The v¿ar in Korea dragged on for three more years but

Iong before it ended NATO had established that ,,bold front"
by setting up iCs military command structure; in addition

American and Canadian troops had returned to Western Europe,

whi ch had icself undergone rapid militarization and

rearmament. fmmediat.ely after the outbreak of war in Korea

the U. S. Departments of State and Defense began to work out

how Europe was to be defended as far to the East as

possible.30 Dean Acheson said later that it was as a result
of events in Korea t.hat' he became convinced. of the need to

rearm Germany. "If there was to be any defense at all- it had

to be based on a forward strategly. Germany's role must not be

secondary but primary - not only through military formations

but through emotional and political involvement".3l

The issue under consideration in the State Department by

the end of July, Acheson wrote in a memorandum, v/as "not

whether Germany should be brought into the general defensive

p1an, but rather how this could be done without disrupting
anything else that we were doing and without putting Germany

into a position to act as the balance of power in Europs."32

In order to avoid such an eventuality, the Presidenc and his

Administration opposed the idea of allowing Germany to

actually have its own army and greneral- staf f and favoured,

instead, the creation of either a North Atlantic or a

European army. This was to be composed of national

contingents, one of which would be German.33
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One of the key people entrusted wich the task of winningt

European support for these American plans was U.S. NAC

Deputy, Charles Spofford.34 He reported, at the beginning of

Augrust, that he was not happy with the response he was

getting from the Europeans, a response which indicated that

there was " less feeling of urgency in Europe than in Ehe

U.S." He suggested that "this calls for bringing to bear

systematic pressure and persuasion over the coming weeks" and

suqgested attaching conditions to the provision of

supplementary MDAP funds.3 5 This proposal v¿as vetoed by

Acheson, who said it was "too dangerous".36 He preferred,

perhaps, more subtle ways of influencing events.

The Americans continued to consider plans for a European

army, the specifics of which were to be kept secret from the

aIIies for the time being.37 The u.S. Ambassador in London

suggested that such a force should be commanded by an

American and that several American and eritish divisions be

dispatched to Continental Europe.3 B similar ideas were

reiterated both in a telegram to Acheson from eritish

opposition Leader, winston Churchill, on August L4 and in a

StaLe Department paper on the "Establishment of a European

Def ense Force " , dated Aug,ust 1-6 . rhis paper recoqnized that

German participation in such a force would imply "eventual

German membership in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization".

rt. recommended that the force itself shou]d be under U.S.
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Ieadership and have an American as its sole commander. This

would have the effect of indicating full American commitment

to the plan and would al-so be "in the security interests of

the United States".39

íii An Historic North åt,1antic Council Meeting

The State Department plans had still co be presented to,

and approved by, Ehe other NATO countries. Gaining that

approval was the task facing the American administration as

it prepared for the September North Atlantic Council meetinçt,

which was to be held in New York.

narly in September President Truman requested, and was

granted, ân additional appropriation of S3,504,000,000 from

Congiress for military aid to the North Atlantic area, "in
response to t.he threat to world peace caused by t'he assault

in Korea" .40 The timing and significance of this move could

hardly have been lost on America's allies. Shortly after the

outbreak of the war in the Far East, Acheson had told

Canadian External Affairs Minister, Lester Pearson, that

events in Korea "made it politically possible for the united

States to secure Congressional and public support for a quick

and great increase in defence expenditures" as well- as "for
further assistance to those of its allies who are willing to

make a similar increased effort" Iemphasis added] . Pearson

recorded this conversation in his diary and added the note:
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"Korea vüas now the touchstone of our determination to meet

the challenge elsewhere, whatever form it takes".41

On September B , the U. S . Secretaries of State and

Defense, Dean Acheson and Louis Johnson, informed the

President of the views of their respective departments on the

question of "the strengtheningi of the defense of Europe and

the nature of the contribution by Germany to this defense".

They were both agreed that "United States forces should be

committed to the defense of Europe at the earliest feasible

date". They advised the President:

The creation of a European Defense force
within the NAT framework seems to us to
be the best means of obcaining the
maximum contribution from the European
nations and to provide as well a
framework in which a German contribution
of a s igni ficant nature could be
realized.

They then presented deEails of their plans for the

organization of such a force and recommended that "an

American national be appointed nov¿ as Chief of SCaff and

eventual-ly as a Supreme Commander...but only upon Ehe request

of the European nations and upon their assurance t.hat they

wilt provid.e suf f icient f orces " . 42

The following week, just prior to the Council meetingi,

Acheson met in secret in New York with Bevin and Schuman. He
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told them about the American plans for a European army and

the possible ways in which Germany might be included.43

Officials of the three countries had, in fact, held

preliminary talks in washington at the beginning of the

month. At that time they had drafced a paper on "Policy

Toward the Soviet Union in l,ight of Recent Developments"

which had recommended that "western military, political and

economic measures of defense should be rapidly intensified"

under centraf direction. However, rro specific mention had

been made of the concept of a Western defence force, l-et

alone Germany's inclusion in it. 44

When the three Foreiqn ¡rinisters met on September L4 the

French rejected, outright, the idea of creating separate

German divisions and were reluctant to consider any German

involvement at alt in t.he defence of weçtern Europe.4 5

Schuman had earlier objected to the matter even being placed

on the agenda of the forthcoming NAC meeting, because of the

inevitabl-e "divergence of views" between the three potets.46

The Brit.ish, on the other hand, supported Acheson buE felt

that the Americans were pressing the issue too hard and too

fast.47 Bevin had himself sent a private personal message to

Acheson on September 4 presenting t'he eritish Government's

views on the issue of "German association with the defence of

the West " . In this he poin[ed out tha[ the eritish Chiefs of

Staff believed there was "no visible way of providing the

forces needed to defend the territories of the NorLh Atlantic
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Treaty powers without German assistance " However, the

griCish lvere not prepared, at thaü time, to accept the re-

creation of a German army; they favoured the raisi-ng of a

small German volunteer force, âs had already been requested

by the West German Chancellor, Konrad Adenauer.48

The North Atlantic Council meeting, chaired by Acheson,

opened on September i-5. The Americans quickly informed the

other delegates that the U. S . Government r.r= prepared " to

participate in the immediate establishment of an integrated

force in Europe".49 Acheson v/ent on to say - much to the

surprise of Ehe majority of participants in the meeting 50

that this force " should involve the participation of German

units and the use of German productive resources for ics

supply". l,ord Ismay pointed out: "The U.S. proposal enEailed

a reversal of Ehe AIIied policy of disarmament and

demilitarization of Germany"5l and as such took time to win

acceptance. The meeting discussed the issue of "defending the

NATO area against an aggression similar to that in Korea" and

aqreed that "a forward strategy must be adopted" so that

"any aggression could be resisted as far to the east as

Possible" .52

The majority of the members supported the American

proposals, aJ-though there were criticisms of the manner in

which they had been introduced. Some of Ehe junior partners

(Canada, the Netherlands and Nor\^/ay j-n particul-ar ) were
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concerned about the fact tha[ the issue had been discussed in

advance by the U.S., U.K. and France, without their

knowledge. The American record of the meeting noted tha.t the

smafler countries had essentially "no quarrel wich the

decision...buE objected to the \day this and other vical

matters affecting Europe were dealt v/ith by the Big Three

withouc regard to the council."53

In his memoirs, Pearson recalls that, preciseJ-y for this
reason, events around the time of the Korean war "underlined

the necessity for political consultation and cooperation wich

the smaller members. " He al-so describes the response he

received from Acheson when he objected to the lack of

consultation with the smaller powers. Acheson reportedly told
him bJ-untly:

I f you think, af ter Ihe agronies of
consultation we have qone through to get
aqreement on this matter Iin the U.S.],
that we are going to start all over again
with our NATO allies, especially with you
moralistic, interfering Canadians, then
you' re crazy .54

Despite such perfunctory treatment, the Canadian delegiation

supported the American proposals and stated Ehat they

" favoured t.he principle of using Germany in European

def ense. . . Iand] accepted the principle of .German manpower

being appropriately used in defense of the West. " 55
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Bevin, âs head of the eritish delegation, also accepted

Acheson's plans. However, a joint report of che U.K. Royal

Institute of International Affairs and che U.S. Council on

Foreign Refations, prepared in l_953, noted thaL "there was

widespread irritation in Great gritain at the manner in which

the American Government had pressed its demands" and the way

in which Bevin had yielded to American þressure in New

York.56

The French, hov/ever, continued to oppose German

participation in the defence force and a qreat deal of time

at the Council meeting was spent in trying to find ways to
get around their resistan"e.57

France cook the position that she would
consj-der German participation only in the
context of an international European army
owing allegiance to the European
community. German units no larger than
battalions were to be blended into chis
army with same size units of.other
nationalities.

The entj-re force would be responsible to a European Defence

Minister under some kind of European Parliamentary assembly.

However, the Americans and most of the other members

"advocated the formation of German divisions which would be

integrated into the NATO force" .58
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After much, at times acrimonious, debate a compromise

was finally reached when the French size Iimit on the

proposed German units was accepted and the Americans agreed

to increase U.S. funds available for the French military
prog:ramme (to help with French commitments in Indochin") .59

The Americans also agreed to send more troops to Europe (a

move they had been planning, in any case). None of these

difficulties and differences \ivere evidenc in the carefully-
worded communiqué issued after the meeting.It simply

declared that:

The Council agreed upon the establishment
at the earliest possible date of an
integrated force under centralized
command. . . to ensure the defence of
Western Europe. . . . The Council was in
ag'reement EhaE Germany should be enabled
to contribute to the buiJ-d-up of the
defence of Western Europe.

l-v The Àmericans Protect t,heir Interests, the French

Propose a Compromise, and N.å,TO Establishes its
Mi l itary Head.quarters .

NATO had accepted the American plans, but the U.S.

Administration al-so took steps to ensure that the

arrangements would enhance its own military position. a

" PoIicy Record Guide Statement " issued by the State

Department on September 22, emphasized that it was U.S.

policy to acquire the milifary rights in foreign territories
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that were "urgently required by the Joint Chiefs of Staff".

There had been successful negotiations with several North

etlanric Treaty countries for the use of "military facilícies

we desire in their territory". fhe Secretar]¿ of Defense had

asked "the JCS to take the necessary action to insure that

NAT reqional defense plans adequately refl-ect US requirements

for military rights. " 60

The controversial- Ambassadors' Agreement had been

concluded with the U.K. in April. This informal arrangement,

finalized only in an exchanqe of letters between [he U.S.

Ambassador in London and a eritish parliamentary Under-

Secretary and never formally signed as an official agreement,

made provision for Ehe development of four joint U.S.-U.K.

bases in the eritish l¿idlands, to be used by the U.S. Air

Force. No time límit was attached to their stay.61 rn July,

the Americans moved the non-nucl-ear components of their

atomic stockpile to Britain; they needed only the nuclear

cores to be shipped from the U.S. in the event of war.62

In May arrangements were concluded with Canada on the

integration of milit'ary production between the two countries,

essentially extending " into the peacetime period the

principles of the Hyde Park Declaration of Lg4L".63 By

September the State Department v/as able to j-nf orm the

Chairman of the Senate Foreiqn Relacions 
. 
Committee that

general plans had been agreed between the U.S. and Canada on
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combining industrial resources " in order to meet the demands

of the present tense international situation" .64 However, the

Americans were still dissatisfied with Canada's plans to

increase its defence effort. The U.S. Ambassador in Ottawa

reported that some members of the Canadian cabinet remaj-ned

hesitant, although there was an "increasing awareness in

official Canad. circles that Canada's effort has fallen short

as compared with UK and other countries".65 an article in the

infÌuential American journal Foreiqn Affairs was particularlY

critical of the Canadian contribution

Canada remains the only member of the
North Atlantic Union which has not some
form of military draft....As long as the
Canadian Government will spend upon
defense only a much smaller proportion of
the national income than do both the
united States and Britain, and balks at
the enforcement of conscription, Canada
can expect continuous criticism, both at
home and abroad, for the inadequacy of
her contribution.66

Such problems were minor, however, compared with the

difficulties t.he Americans were having convincing the French

to implement the decisions of the September NAC meeting. The

issue of increased militarization posed no problem - ín fact

the French wanted more military aid from the Americans and

more U.S. troops stationed in europe.67 rE was the question

of Germany which remained the stumbling block. The French

were facing mounting pressure, not only from the uniced

States but also from their other NATO al-lies all of whom were
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keen to begin organj- zing an integrated defence force.

Eventually, the French Premier, René Pleven, proposed, Ofi

October 24, the creation of a supranational European army

wich national units of limited size. Pl-even's proposal was

designed both to please the Unit.ed States and other NATO

members, and to convince Ehe French public to accept German

participation in West European defence on a limited basis, by

"painting it in the popular colours of 'Europe ' " .68

Acheson \,vas initially unhappy wiCh the fact that Ehe

French proposals accorded West Germany second-class status;

but Pleven and Jean Monnet - influential economic advisor to
the French Government - met with him and succeeded in winning

him over and gaining his support. From then on Ehe Americans

became the most ardent advocates of the Pleven pl-an69 and

negotiations beqan between the six European countries already

involved in organizing the Coal and SLeel Communíty (France,

r¡/est Germany, Ita1y, Belg-ium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg)

for the creation of the European Defence Community (EDC).

WhiIe the French were busy working out a way of

reconciling themselves to Germany's involvement in Western

defence, the Americans had taken it upon themselves to draw

up plans for the NATO defence structure and Gêrmany's role in

it. A paper prepared by the U.S. Department of Defense, in
October, laid out what essentially became the military

structure of the al-l-iance. II specif ied the need f or a
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Supreme Allied Commander and Headquarters in Europe.70 In

addition, even before the final detaits regarding German

participation had been agreed by the other members, the State

Department drew up recommendations for the revision of the

Prohibited Industries List, in order to facilitace German

military production. Plans \^/ere also made Êor the specif ic
form the German military units would cake, "based on

assumption we wld. eventually obtain NATO aqreement on a plan

similar to our orn. "71-

rn all this planning, it was understood that' the Supreme

ellied Commander of the forces in Europe (SACEUR) would be an

American. rn his memoirs Truman admits: "in our planning of

the program, I had always had General Eisenhower in mind as

the logical man for this unique job". He discussed the issue

with the General, secretly informed the NATO defence

ministers that he had arranged everything'and then went

through the formality of obcaining approval- at a North

Atlantic Council meet Lng.72

That meeting vùas held in December l-950 in Brussels,

under the Chairmanship of Belgian Foreign Minister, Paul- van

Zeeland. The formalities of establishing the integrated

defence force, appointing the Supreme Commander - a position

which was always to be held by an American - and setting up

the al-lied Headquarters in Paris were alI agreed and U.S.
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General Dwight

Acheson informed

Eisenhower \ivas duty appoinCed

the Council:

rn addition,

I am authorized by the president to say
that' before this day is out he will place
under the Supreme Commander the United
States forces in Europe. We hope that
this action wilI be matched as soon aspossíble by other governments belonging
to the North Atlantic Treaty.73

Lester Pearson, who represented Canada at the meeting,

later said that "Generaf Eisenhower was appointed in theory

by all the member governments but, in effect, by

Washington . "'7 4 Nevertheless, Canada, like al-1 the other
members, supported the decisions and declared its conviction

"that Ehe defenses of Europe must be strengthened and that
Europe was in essence the heart of the strength of the

West " .75

NATO had caken an enormous step forward.
An organi zation \ivas to be brought into
being which woul-d have the authority and
the power to ensure tha[, from Norway to
Ehe Mediterranean, national forces
al-located to the Supreme Headquarters
ellied Poh/ers Europe (henceforward to be
known as SHAPE) were properly assembled
and trained into an effective integrated
force. There was, in fact, to be the
unprecedented arrangement of a unified
command in time of peace.76
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ITÏ " THE NORTH ATLÃ,NTIC TREATY ORG.âNIZATTON TAKES SH.APE

General Eisenhower Takes Command & Greece and.

Turkey Enter the Fold

Following his appoincment, General Eisenhower was

briefed by Acheson and President Truman. The briefings set

out very clearly the attitude of the U.S. administration
towards NATO and to the other member states, âs well as the

American view of its own role in the alliance. As such it is
worth quoting here in some detail as an indication of U.S.

attitudes and intentions at the time. After some discussion

about Ehe international sicuation and the Soviet threat after
L945, Acheson explained to Eisenhower

The united States took Ieadership in
formulating the North Atlantic Treaty.
This Treaty is not simply a military
treaty, but is a vehicle for closer
political, economic and security
cooperat ion in the North At lant ic
community. It is a most fundamental- part
of our foreign poJicy, and wich the
Inter-American Treaty, it is the
foundation of our security system. The
Nort.h Atl-antic Treaty is of the upmost
importance because while it is
technically limited to the North etlancic
area, the Treaty countries actually
exercise some control over a vast bulk of
the strength of the free wor1d.

Acheson then

the beginning

went on to discuss the

of 1951:

situation as it stood at
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The time has now come...when plans must
be translated into action. while all the
other countries sincerely believe in the
objectives of the North Atl-antic Treaty,
they have not shown Ehe same sense of
urgency as has the united States since
Korea. The principal task of the united
States is to give the necessary
leadership, assistance and direction. . .to
galvanize the European countries into
action so that they will press forward
and. . . make the necessary effort and
sacrifice....Our tactics in bringing the
other countries along wiCh us must not
consist simply in constant pressure and
warning that others must do more. We
must. . . set the example by our actions and
establish firmly in the minds of the
Europeans our determination.

He .then explained to the General- that although the other

member states fully recoqnized and accepted the necessity of

U.S. Ieadership in the Alliance, there was some concern

amongst them about " the inconstancy United States'of

purposes in Europe".

States was seerÌ to be

However, he advised that if
pressing ahead determinedly,

the Uniced

it would

remain in a good posítion "to exercise pressure on the

Europeans to do what is necessary. "

rn advising Eisenhower on how to deal with Ehe various

member countries, Acheson warned him about "the differences

between Northern and Southern European Treaty countries". The

Americans considered the former to be "law-abíding", with

" sound governmental structures " . oespite some initial

reluctance "to make an all-out effort", the Secretary was

confident that they were "now prepared to face up to
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rea1ity". The Southern Europeans, on the other hand, "by very

reason of their latin nature " srlf f ered f rom " emotional,

political and sociaf instabitity " and had a dangerous

tendency towards neutrality. Nevertheless, Acheson concluded,

"if proper leadership is exercised by the United States, it
should be possíble to get Ehem to take the steps which are

necessary. "

The briefing concluded with expressions of confidence in

Eisenhower' s ability to carry out the " difficult and

formidable" task of galvanizrng Western Europe into action,

with the active support of the Uni[ed States Government.]f

Thus armed wich his instructions and words of advice,

GeneraÌ Eisenhower took a group of senior American officers
to Paris as the planning group for SHAPE. They were

subsequently joined by officers representing al1 the Alliance

states.

The nev/ SACEUR and his staff toured the European NATO

capitals from January I -26. Upon completion of the tour

Eisenhower returned, not to his headquarters in Paris, but to

Washington to report to t.he President and Congress.TB Truman

was then able to confirm that "General Eisenhower was fully

in accord with my policy in Europe".79 Apparently t.he other

NATO countries were unperturbed by the fact that their new

commander seemed to ov¿e his first alleqiance not to their
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newly-esCabl-ished defence organization,

Commander-in-Chief - the American president
but to his own

Eisenhower met with Truman and Acheson at the white

House on January 3l-, 1-951. He totd them that, in his viev/,

the real danger in western Erirope was the dangrer of
"neutral-ism". He believed it v/as the communists who were

fostering such sentiments by promoting the notion of Europe

as "a third force".80 (The fact that General de Gaull-e - who

could hardly have been considered a communist, even by cold

war standards - also espoused the idea of a third force,
appears not to have entered into the General's interpretation
of events. ) Eisenhower saw the ttüo key issues on the agenda

for NATO in 1-951- as creating a command structure for the

Atlantic and European arenas and the expansion of the

alliance to the fringes of the Middle East'by bringing in
Greece and Turkey.81-

The second proposal had been under consideration in
Washington for some time but its achievement, while not

posing such difficulties as the inclusion of West Germany,

was to take some careful planning and maneuvering by Ehe

State Department. Many of Ehe other alliance partners,

incruding inítially Britain and France, felt that extending

membership to Greece and Turkey was stretching the North

Atl-antic concept a lit.cle too f ar; several of them tried to

find al-ternative ways of associating the two countries with
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NATO. The smaller countries were

ag¡ain, they had not been consulted

although all of them were doubtful

agireement on anything short of full

also concerned that, once

about the issue in advance

that they could get "U.S.

membership" . B2

The Canadians, in particular, were quife vocal_, at
first, in their opposition to the proposal. Lester pearson

recorded in his memoirs t'hat

in private discussions I had opposed
bringing in these two Eastern
Mediterranean countries since I believed
that these made nonsense of the North
AtIanEic character of our association,
diminished our credibí1ity as the
foundation for an Atlantic community, and
gave greater validity to the criticism
that we vùere purely and simply a military
altiance. 83

The Americans, however, were determined to press ahead.

They were well aware EhaE the kind of concerns expressed by

Pearson were shared by other members. As a result they

recognized the need "to present NATO purposes, policies and

actions positively" in order to counteract any

disadvantageous effects "of perceived American pressure on

the entry of Greece and Turkey into the elliance".84 The

State Department correctly concluded t.hat' the key step was to

convince Britain and France to support the move and then get

them to assist in winninq over the other members, so that the

pressure appeared to come not onl-y from the Uniced SLates. 85
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This tactic apparently worked. The eriCish tried to link the

question to their pet project of a ¡¿iddle East Command, but

backed down quickty under U.S. pressure.B6 The Canadian

Government decided to support the proposal once it was cl-ear

that both Brit.ain and France would do so. 87

The North Atlantic Council Meeting \,vas held in Ottawa

from September L5-20. The United States easily accomplished

what it considered "the primary purpose" of t.he meeting

namely, getting unanimous approval for the admission of

Greece and Turkey into NATO. Norway and the Netherlands

reportedly only voted in favour in order not to block the

will of the majority.SS

Pearson, who only a short while earlier had been voicing

his objections, informed the Canadian House of Commons that

his Government would ra[ífy the protocol on admission as soon

as the U.S., U.K. and France had done so. He added: "To my

mind there is no question about the desirability of bringing

Greece and Turkey into closer association with North Atlantic
defence ÞIans. " 89

i i Milítary Alliance or

The dissatisfactions
United States and the other

for the inclusion of Greece

.A,tlantic Community

and concerns felc both by the

partners about the negotiations

and Turkey refl-ecLed underlyíng
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differences within the alliance which were becoming apparent

by 1951. The majority of members v¿ere worried by the obvious

American focus on the miÌitary build-up. This was of concern

both because of the cost and effort it required and the

attendant lack of interest in developing the North AtlanLic

community concept.

Charles Spofford reported to Acheson, in August, that

the eritish were concerned by NATO's preoccupation with

military affairs. At the same time, he felc the French viewed

the Altiance as merely "a short-term enterprise" in

comparison wirh the longer range "European framework" they

favoured. 90

An article by Kingsley Martin in the erirish periodical

The New Statesman, in the autumn of 1951, expressed a eritish

criticism of the Alliance - albeir from the left-wing of the

Labour Party. Martin stressed that the United States looked

at matters from a different perspective than the nricish and

other Europeans. The Americans were expecting the allies

to arm to the utmost, to accept their
bombers on our aerodromes and to follow
closely the twists and turns of State
Department policy. What bothers us is
t.hat Americans seem una\^/are that our
point of view in the matter may be
different from theirs.

He expressed concern about the American view of Ehe world

which bore, in his opinion, "but the haziest resemblance to
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the complicated facts". Martin v/ent on to report Ehat in

certain circles in Britain (even amonqst some ConservaCives)

there was l-ess fear of Soviet aggression than of che American

refusal to cake opportunities of peace-making.91-

Similar concerns were felt by Canada, as welf as several-

of the European members. In July 1-951- Lester Pearson visited
most of the NATO capitals in Europe. At the end of his tour

he concl-uded that " apart f rom l^/inston ChurchilI, alI the

Western European ]eaders f consulted were torn between relief
at the securicy the North Atlantic Alliance, under U.S.

leadership, was giving to Western Europe...and anxiety over

some aspects of U.S. policy which might commit them, âs

members of the elliance, to courses and consequences they did

not desire."92 On his return to North America, pearson told a

State Department official that during his trip "he had

frequently been asked if the U.S. had decided that its
objective was not to prevent a war, but rather to win one".93

Later in the year Pearson wrote an article in which he

considered Canada' s own unique, and somewhat impotent,

posiCion within NATO and the implications of developments in

both Europe and the United States for Canada. He stressed

that no country had "a greater stake in the success or

failure" of the Alliance than Canada. Canadian policy-makers

were continually haunted by the spectre
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thaL the United States may feel it
necessary to pursue policies inside our
coalition which ühe other members cannot
wholeheartedly follow; or that, inadequate
cooperation from the other members may
discourage American effort and Ìeadership
to the poin[ where Washington may decide
to go it al-one ! Any Canadian government
is bound to do what it can to exorcise
these dangers. This is the first
principle of Canadian diplomacy. It is
founded on the inescapable fact that no
country in the worl-d has l-ess chance of
isolating itself from the effect of
American policies and decisions than
Canada. If Washington 'went it alone'
where would ottawa goz94

The U.S. State Department was aware of the concerns felt
by its Alliance partners and acknowledged the need to

demonstrate an American interest in more than just milit.ary
matters. A Department memorandum,

this problem and recommended

Government indicate "evidence of our

objectives of the Aclantic Treaty"

AIlies. To appease the critics

of August 9,

that the Uni

interest in

in order to

and prevent

focused on

ted States

non-mi1itary

satisfy the

the issue

surfacing

admission

at the forthcoming NAC meeting (at which both the

Greece and turkey and American plans for furtherof

military expenditure were to

proposed that ways be found

be considered), the memorandum

to demonstrate U.S. interest in

"the North Atlantic concept". This could be achieved through

public declarations, in talks between Spofford and his fellow

NAC deputies

governments.

as well as with other officials of NATO

In addition, the U.S. could look at ways of

policy coordination amonq the NATO" expanding foreign
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nations" and at the possrbility of initiating some form of
progranme based on Article 2 of Lhe Treaty.95

rhaL such declarations and proposals were littl-e more

than a facade is sugqested by the fact that in the very same

week the above memorandum was dispatched, a State Department

statement on "Principles Governing Unit.ed States Relation

with NATO" emphasized quite different goals. It considered

the"central- objective" to be securing "promptly the forces,

adequately trained and equipped, necessary to the defense of

the Atlantic community". In order to accomplish this goal Ehe

United States would exert bi-lateral pressure on other

members "to assist a) in obtaining agreement to mul-tilateral
plans sought by the U.S. and b) in obtaining the

implementation of such p1ans. " It h/as poinLed out that Ehe

achievement of these aims was being greatly assisted by t.he

fact that Ehe tr^/o key international off icials of the Alliance
(SACEUR and [he NATO Defence Production Board coordinator)

v/ere boCh Americans who !üere "working in close coordination

with the American Administration" .96

Despite such influence, the Americans were stilI
concerned. They suspected that at t'he forthcoming NAC meeting

"al-l of our Yankee ingenuity is going to be directed toward

the job of convincing the Europeans that the military
requirement for defending Western Europe is larger and costs

more than the sum total of all national efforts [made so far]
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by the NATO countries". Their tactícs for the Ottawa meeting

\,vere planned accordingi-.y .97

During this same period Ehe United States signed bi-

lateral agreements with France for the establishment of an

air base at Chateauroux (March 28) and for the inscallation

of seven bases in Morocco (.fuly ]-2) ; with Denmark for the

defence of Greenland (April 21); with Iceland for the joint

def ence of that corintry (ltay 9 ) and with Portugal for the use

of airfields in the Azores (September 6). In addition, mutual

securiLy pacts v¿ere signed between Ihe U. S . and the

Philippines and between the U.S., Australía and New Zeal-and

in 1951.98

Nor was C.anada excluded f rom simil-ar agreements. rn May

the Americans had agreed with the Canadian Government to

continue leasing part of the R.C.A.F. base at Goose Bay,

Labrador. They v¿ere giving serious consideration to

stationing American atomic weapons at this sj-ce.99 Plans were

also underway to begin construction of a string of radar

defence stations across Ehe Canadian north, wich the U.S.

assuming two-thirds of the cost.100 At the same time,

negotiations were continuing with Britain f.or several more

U.S. Air Force bases to be buil[ in t.hat country, in addition

to the ten already in operation ¡¡s¡s.101
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So despiCe any protestations or pretensions to the

contrary, there seems little doubt that the primary interest

of t.he United States at t'hat time was to consolidaLe its own

military position in the West, with the assistance, however

hesitant or ambivalenc, of its Naro allies.

iii The European Defence Community

Meanwhil-e, talks continued throughout l-951-, in Paris,

aimed at establ-ishing the European Defence Community (EDC)

envj-saged in the Pleven Plan. DespiCe the fact that this was

to be a European endeavour, the Americans had no intention of

being left out of t.he discussions.

Even before the discussions beqan in February, Acheson

informed the French Foreign Minister, Schuman, that "we would

accept an invitation to send an observer to the Paris

Conference". In addition, he made it clear that the Unifed

States would only accept any arrangement agreed in Paris "if
iE is entirely sound and practical both from the military and

political points of view" arì.d " if it does not delay an

effective German contribution to the common defense". He

hastened to add that, of course, the decision had to be the

Europeans' own and t'he United States had no intention of

exerting any pressure 6¡ ¡¡s¡.102
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The American edministration believed that the prench had

only proposed the idea of the EDC in the first place in order

to minimize the threat of German rearmament, once it was

clear that this was inevi¡u51".103 AccordingLy, despite

Acheson's commitment to the contrary, the Americans were

fully prepared to keep up pressure to reach agreement, while

trying not to arouse antaqonism in Europe. To achieve this,
they had to attempt to harmonize German and French objections

while convincing the hesitant eritish and Dutch to accept an

increase in "continental European integration" in defence

matcers. l04

This was no easy task and by early 1952 the negotiations

had reached an impasse. The Germans were pressing for better

terms while the French were backing off, ambival-ent over

whether to treat "Germany as a potential ally or enemy".

According to Acheson, the deadl-ock could only be resolved by

the united States. "Our Government...brought pressure on the

French and eritish to get on with the German

program; . . .General Eisenhower. . .hammered away at European

governments through Chiefs of Staff and Defense

Ministers; . John McCloy IU. S. High Commissioner in

Germanyl . ..put all his great energy into pressure on the

Chancellor and High Commissioners; . . . and I harried the

Foreign Ministers, sometimes Lo the point of revol-t".1-05
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Such determined effort.s paid off and a treaty to

esEablish the European Defence Community was finally signed

in Paris on May 27, Lg52. This v¿as not [he end of the

matter, however. The terms of the Treaty could not come into
force until it had been ratified by all six participating

Governments.

ïv AIJLI.å,NCE DEFENCE SYSTEU FINÀLIJY CONSOLID.å.TED

A New ^âmerican .å,dministration & a Change in N.å,TO

Policy

Meanwhile, there was an el_ection in the United States in

which former NATO Supreme Commander Eisenhower was elecCed

President. He appointed John Foster Dulles his Secretary of

State. Under their administration, which took office in
January l-953, American, and consequently NATO, policy took a

new turn.

DulIes was a Cold War hardliner who had frequently
spoken out strongly againsC " the Soviet menace " and who

reportedly believed that people had to be "scared into doingr

their bit" for the cause.106 rn 1950 he wrote a book called
War or Peace in which, according to a popular English

magazine of the day, he "denj-ed belief in preventj-ve war as a

durable means to peace" and "demanded a militarily powerful

free world constantly gnawing at Soviet despotism by every
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method short of aqgressive v/ar".107 He rejected the previous

administration's policy of "containment,, of communism and

advocated instead "liberation" of lands subject. to Soviet

tyranny. Eisenhower accepted Dulles' theses and enunciated

these views during the election campaign. The future
PresidenC told a gathering of the American Legion, on May 25,

1952, that it was the mission of the uniced States to free

the millions of people subject to communist slavery and added

"the American conscience can never know peace until these

people are restored again to being masters of Eheir own

fate " . l-08

The new American approach \,vas soon ref lected ín the

Eisenhower Administration's defence policy and subsequently

in NATO policy. The Americans v/ere still dissatisfied wich

the European rearmament effort. They felt Ehat the All_iance

was being weakened as a result of Europe's increased " sense

of independence from U.S. guidance and dírection" caused by

the success of European economic recovery.109 Accordingly,

they began to reassess the West's reliance on conventional

weapons and forces, t.he majority of which v/ere based in
Europe and might, potentially, prove unreliable.

This changed outlook toward Western defence policy was

first aired at the NAC meeting in paris in December L952, ât

which the planned rearmament levels for Europe were reduced.

One commentator summed up the meeting in thj-s way
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After feverishly seeking air divisions,
air squadrons and destroyer flotitlas for
three years, NATO turned...to perfecting
the weapons it had on hand and expanding
the logistical base on which troops,
planes and ships must operate. 110

fhe new Secretary of State had more in mind than this,
however. At' the April 1953 Council laeecing he ,,put f orward a

new concept", based on a sfower, steadier development of

conventional defensive strength, "reinforced by the

availabil-ity of ne\¡/ weapons of vastly increased destructive
pov¿er and by the striking of an air force based on

internationally agreed positions . " l-11- rn other words, the

front line of NATO defences were to be air rather than land-

based, relying first and foremost on nuclear weapons, the

possession and. control of which were entirely in the hands of

che united states.

In reporting to the National Security Council- about the

meeting Dulles said that Alliance planning had now been put

on a more realistic footing. "We now propose to look on NATO

as the defense of Europe by Europe with U.S. assistance". In

providing that assistance the Americans would nov/

"concentrate on quality rather than quantity".ll2 Precisely

what was meant by "quality rather than quantity" was made

clear at the next NAC meeting, held at the end of the year.

At that time particular attention was paid to the provision
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of the most modern weapons

Communiqué recorded

f or the Al-Iiance. The Final

The Council noted with satisfaction che
intention of the president of the United
States of America to ask Congress for
authority to provide information on
nuclear weapons to NATO commanders for
purposes of NATO military planning.l13

fhis plan was part and parcel of what became known as

the policy of "massive retaliation,' which was first expounded

by Dulles in a speech to [he Council on Foreign Relations on

January 1-2, L954. Nuclear weapons were now to be considered

as having become "conventional" and essential for Ehe defence

of the NATO area. In his speech Dulles said that Washington

had decided " to depend primarily upon a great capacicy to
retaliate instantl-y, by means and at places o.f our choosing".

He undertook to consult the AlIies before using nuclear

weapons, if time allowed ,1-L4 although the Americans have

since always resisted binding commitments on the issue of

consulta¡1otr. 11-5

Dulles' speech left some of the other Alliance members

feeling somewhat concerned. Lester Pearson responded to it
when he addressed the National Press Club in Washington, on

March L5, 1954. Whil-e welcoming the close relationship Canada

enjoyed with the United States and the protection that
relationship, and membership in a common alliance, offered,
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he admitced he was a little uneasy about the speech. He was

particularly troubled by ûhe use of the words "instantly,,,
"means", and "our" He emphasized that he was not criCicizíng
the new defence concept but felt. that it made the need for
cl-ose diplomatic cooperation and consultation between the

al-lies more important than ever.l-l-6 In other words, the other

NATO governments wanted to know, in advance, just what the

American Government was planning to do in their name.

11 The European Defence Community

Germany Final ly .foins N.å.TO

Co I laps es & West

By the time the policy of massive ret.aliation was being

debated, t.he European Defence Community was close to

collapse. Since the Treaty had been signed, back in May L952,

the French, and to a l-esser extent the ltalians, had shown a

marked reluctance to see the proj ect actually come to
fruition. The Germans were also procrastinatinq, primarily
because of differences with France over control of the rich
coal--producing area of the Saar River basin.

Between June 1952 and December l-953, the Americans made

persiscent efforts to encourage ratification of the

Treaty.117 An example of the rather heavy-handed tactics they

employed was the amendment by Congress of the Mutual Security

Act. This allowed the American Government to withhold a

portion of military aid funds to those countries which had
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not ratified t'he EDC Treaty

June 1954.118

rhe amendment was renewed rn

The State Department was also preparing for the

eventualiCy that the entire scheme might be defeated and

considering what course to take in that event. By September

1,952 the options being considered in Washington included

outrighL west German membership in NATO; German rearmament

independent of the Alliance; some form of German non-mílitary

contribution to Western defence; or ,,a retreat to a

peripheral defense of Europe based on an arc from Norway,

through the British lsles to Spain, rtâly, Greece and

TurkeY " . l-l-9

French Foreign Minister Schuman was also trying to gain

support for the Treaty and endeavouring to overcome his

countrymen's hesitacions by pointing out the consequences of

rejection. He argued Ehat defeaL of the EDC would result in
eicher a greatly weakened Western efl-iance, without German

participation, or Ehe creation of a German army within NATO.

Neither of these would be acceptable to France; the EDC was

the best possible al-ternative the French could hope ¡ot.I20

Such blandishments appear to have had litcle effect, however.

It seemed Ehat the more the Americans pressed for
ratification the more French hostility grev/. Between L952 and

1954, successive French governments were paralyzed by the EDC

quarreL.721 rhe Americans, for their part, were becoming
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increasingly frustrated with Ehe French. This frustration
v/as manifested at the December l-953 NAC meeting where Dulles

delivered a speech which included veiled threats of potenLial

U.S. policy changes if the Treaty failed to be ratified. He

angrily warned the Alliance Foreign uinisters

If. . . the European Defence Community
should not become effective, if France
and Germany should remain apart. . . there
would be grave doubt whether continental
Europe could be made a place of safecy.
That would compel an agoni z ing
reappraisal of united StaLes ÞoILçy.L22

rhese American tactics were not weII received in Europe

and were considered as little short of extortion in some

countries, pârticularly France. AJ-though the U. S .

AdminisEration gradually recognized the negative effects of

its approach and decided that better progress could be made

with "the relaxation of direct and overt U.S. pressure",!23

it was too laLe to change the mood in France. On August 30,

1"954, the EDC Treaty was rejected by the French National

Assembly in a vote of 3l-9 to 264.I24 The European Defence

Community was defeated before it ever came into being.

Not surprisingly, the Americans were ang'ered by this
turn of events. The State Department blamed both the French

communists - who they believed just v¿anted to hand Western

Europe over to the Soviet Union - and the ultra-nationalists
of the nighc - who had given in to ultra-nationalism despice
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the dangers that would face an índependent, isolaced France

for the defeat of the EDC. On the day the Treaty was

rejected, Dulles sent the text of a u.s. statement to the

American Ambassador in France. It described the defeat as a

"grave event" and warned

The French rejection of EDC, without
provision of any alternative means of
dealing with the basic itls of Europe,
compels the US to reappraise its foreign
policies and adjusI them to the resultant
situation.IZ5

The U.S. edminisfrati-on was now determined to move ahead

- if need be wiChout French support - and help Germany "to
restore full sovereignty...and enable it, by reasonable

rearmament. . . to contribute to international peace and

securrty'L26 .The State Department began, immediately, to

prepare alternative plans. ft recognized that the EDC project

had failed partly because many Europeans sav/ it as "a U.S.

project Lo force premature federation al-ong niTitary i-ines,

involving a high risk of ultimate German predominance in a

European union"l-27¡emphasis in originall. Although there was

to be no consideratj-on of postponing German rearmament, it
\.vas felt that new tactics should be adopted. "The US should

avoid the attitude it has displayed for years, that this is
of primary urgency to strenqthen NATO" and appear to be

almost indifferent. Neither France nor gritain (which was

still reluctant to assume commitments in union with
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continental Europe) were to be pressured

diplonatic resources would be employed,

states staying out of the limelight.L2B

Rather, tactful,

with the uniced

Dulles encouragred eritish Foreign Secretary, Anthony

Eden, to act as mediator. Eden visited atl the European NATO

capitals in September to discuss t.he question of German entry

into the A]Iiance. He found thaL the defeat of EDC and the

vacuum it seemed to l-eave in European defence was, in fact,
leading many Alliance partners to look more favourably on

such a possibil i-y.]-29 Most of the European leaders were

upset by French actions. Chancellor Adenauer of West Germany

announced, early in September, that he was ready to negotiate

wit.h the U.S. and U.K. a1one.130 DuIles himself visited
London and Bonn from September L6-L1. The fact that he

excluded Paris from his itinerary was interpreted as a clear

indication that he wanted Germany rearmed and its sovereignty

restored as soon as possi51s.13l

By t.he end of September, what had seemed an

impossibility four years earlier had been achieved. A Nine-

Power Conference was convened in London (with the Brussels

Treaty countries, Germany, Ita1y, the U.S. and Canada). ft
met between September 28 and October 3, at the end of which

time West Germany and rtaly had been invited to adhere to the

Brussels Pact and participate in the newly-formed West

European Union (WEU); the occupation regime in West Germany
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\^/as to be ended as soon as possible and Lhe three occupying

po\^/ers agreed to recognize the west German Government as the

legicimate government of Germany; and the NATO countries
present undertook to recommend that West Germany, throuqh its
participation in the WEU, be invited to join Ehe Al_Iiance at

the next NAC meeting.132

rn five short days the major problems which had been

plaguing the Alliance for four years were resolved. France

remained a stumbling block, even at the Conference,

resisting, to the end, West German participation. But the

efforts of Lest.er Pearson - representing the one country not

immediately invol-ved - as honest broker or as some might say

U.S. mouthpiece, together with the implicit likelihood that
if the Conference failed the U.S. and Germany would conclude

a separate arrangement, eventually forced France to
capitulate and Ehe final aqreement was hammered out.133

The Conference reconvened in Paris on Occober 6, at

which cime agireement was reached between France and Germany

on the control of the Saar region. A full NAC meeting v/as

held from October 20-23. IE drew up the protocol- for the

accession of West Germany to NATO. The Protocol was signed by

all Council- members on October 23, L954.

None of the decisions could come into effect without

being approved by the governments involved. Between October
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and December the Americans made efforts to encourage

ratificacion. On December 23, the French National Assembly

voted against some of the provisions of the Paris Agreements.

President Eisenhower's reaction according to the diary entry
recorded by his press secretary was: "Those damn Frenchl What

do they chink they're trying to do? This could really upset

the applecart in Europe " . He then told DuIIes: ,,We must let
them lthe French] know that we don't tike this one bit but we

must also te1l them, in effect, that we are sure they wiII
vote right " . Eisenhower's not so subtl_e message got through

and vote right they did, with the ratification vote just

squeaking through the National Assembly on December 3g.134

Within the next couple of months German membership \,,/as

ratified by aII the member governments. In May 1-955, ten

years after Germany's defeat by the Allied Powers, the

Federal Republic of Germany formally acceded to the North

Atlantic Treaty. The Americans had achieved their objectives

and NATO had been consolidated as the prime organ of Western

defence.

So a mere ten years after the end of the Second World

War the global picture had been entirely transformed. The ne\,v

bi-polar division of the world was complete. fn May l-955,

under the l-eadership of the Soviet Union, the Warsaw Pact was

concluded between the USSR, AIbania, BuIg'aría,

Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland and Rumania
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Facing this new Eastern alliance v/as the Western bloc headed

by the uniIed states , no\,v f irmly estab] ished across the

v/estern reaches of Europe and the North AtIantic. By l-955,

under the firm guiding hand of the State Department, the

United States had accomplished its long-heId goal of

integrating Germany into the Western alliance and of

consol-idating a strong mil-itary organízation under U. S.

leadership, with a nuclear capabíIity which was to remain

firmly in the control of Washington.

The finishing touches of this process tÀ/ere implemented

through the course of l-955. fn March, president Eisenhower

made a commitment. to maintain American forces in Europe for
as long as necessary. In May, the Federal Republic of Germany

was formally welcomed into NATO and in December al-Iiance

forces were equipped with American supplied and controlled
nuclear vreapons . 1-3 5 There was to be no turning back. The

Americans had succeeded in carefully moulding a grouping of

states in the West solidly behind U.S. aims and objectives.

Britain and even more so France had reluctantly conceded

their number one position in the international arena to the

United States. Canada had eagerly shifted its allegiance from

an old to a new colonial power. How the Alliance, and more

particularly the United States as its leading force, would

maintain the fragile unity of fifCeen distinct nations was

the chal-Ienge facing NATO as the firsC post-war decade drew

to a close. The internal- contradictions manifested in the
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Al-liance's formative years had been grappled with and at

l-east temporarily resolved. But they had only been swept

under the carpet and would remain to plague the Western

Alliance into the lace twentieth century.
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coNcr,us r o¡ü

The preceding chapters have explored the process by

which the North etlantic Treaty Organization came into being

under the firm guiding hand of rhe United States. Despice che

American mythology to the contrary, this Alliance of

ostensibly sovereign states was moulded and shaped by the

Americans to serve u.s. foreign policy aims and interests in
the post-war worl-d. Such was to be the continuinq story of

the Western elliance, not simply in its formative years but

f or many years to come - and even in radicalJ_y dif f erent

international- circumstances .

Over the years NATO has continued to manifest and

grapple wich many of the same issues it faced in its infancy

- the rivalries between the three big powers, American

dissatisfaction with the level of commitment and contribuLion

from other members as welr as frustration with their attempts

to make NATO into more than simply a military organi zatLon,

European resistance to American dictate and lack of

consultation in addition to concerns about loss of national

sovereiqnty, to name a few. Nevertheless, the United States

has continued successfully to steer t'he Rlliance in the

direction it chooses, often in glaring violation of the fine-
sounding words of consultation and equal partnership that are

reiterat.ed in official communiqués. A cursory look at some of

the developments after 1955 wiII indicate how the patterns
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set and difficulties experienced in NATO's first years have

continued and become firmJ-y entrenched.

One of the recurring concerns which has been voiced

frequently, particularly by small-er members includingi Canada,

often much to the frustration of the United States, has been

the desire to maintain NATO as something more than just a

military aIliance. Over the years this issue has consumed

much time and effort with litt.le significanc result other

than perhaps to appease the complainants.

As was discussed at t.he end of the previous chapter, in
response to the conflicts thaI surfaced as a result of

American pressure to ratify the EDC agreement in the mid-

fifties, the UniEed States decided to adopt new tactics of

tact and diplomacy to achieve its obj ectives. Despice the

fact that this tactic eventually bore iruit with the

admission of Germany to NATO, the Americans remained uneasy

and irritaLed by the continuing concerns of many members

about Ihe predominantly miliIary nature of the Alliance.
American Secretary of State John Foster Dulles believed the

other members were using the issue of the need for greater

political unity as an excuse not to put adequate money inco

their mil-itary budgets and as a means of getting more

economic aid from the the United States through NATO. At the

same time they refused to submit their own national- policies

for review by the Organization. l Consequently, in order to
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manipulate these dissatisfactions into a direction that

could serve American objectives, Dull-es turned his attention
to qetEing t'he A]liance to Lry and sorL out its internal
problems by encouraging member states to subordinate nat.ional

to collective interests. To rhis end, in j_956 he proposed the

formation of a commictee of Three - Lester pearson of canada,

Gaetano Martino of Italy and Halvard Lange of Nor\^/ay - to
make reconìmendations for improving and extending co-operation

among members in the non-mil-iLary field. rn the introduction
to the report of the Three Wise Men, as they became known, it
was noted that

NATO has not been destroyed, or even
weakened, by the threats and attacks of
its enemies. It has faltered at times
Ehrough the lethargy or complacency of
its members, through dissensíon or
dívision between them; by putting narro\^/
nat ional considerat ions above the
collective interest. . . . to combat these
tendencies NATO must be used by its
members for much more than it has been
used, for sincere and genuine
consul-tation on questions of common
concern. 2

The Report concluded that.

the deterrent role of NATO based on
solidarity and strength can be discharged
only if the political and economic
rel-ations between its members are
cooperative and cIose. An alliance in
which the members ignore each others
interests, or engage in political or
economic conflict, or harbour suspicions
of each other, cannot be effective either
for deterrence or defence. . . rhe
fundamental historical fact underlying
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development is that the nation stat.e, by
iCseIf and relying exclusively on
national policy and national power, is
inadequate for progress or even survival
in the nuclear age.

In this context, consultation in an al-liance

means the di s cus s ion o f probl- ems
collectively, in the early stages of
policy formation, and before nat.ional-
positions have become fixed.3

Precisel-y what was meant by this, at least as f ar as the

Amerj-cans and eriCish were concerned, was spelled out clearly
by U.S. President Eisenhower and British prime Minister
Harol-d MacMil-Ian at the conclusion of Eheir talks in
Washington in october L951. The communiqué issued after [heir
meeting stated

the concept of nationa1 self-sufficiency
is now out of date. The countries of the
f ree worl-d are now interdependent, and
only in genuine partnership, by combining
their resources and sharing tasks in many
fields can progress and safety be found.4

At the same

Minister thaI it

about everything

time, Dulles advised

would not always be

if there was a need to

the German Foreign

possible to consult

act quickly. He said

While we are anxious to see the NAC
develop into a useful consultaEive body,
we do not wish to have our capacity for
action destroyed.

The German Foreign Minister understood clearly what

Dulles was saying and responded Ehat "the U.S. plays the
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essential role in NATO and...no-one wants to restrict U.S.

action".5 rn other words, despite the fine phrases, the

United States intended to continue acting as it saw fit and

expected the unquestioning support and concurrence of the

other members of the Alliance. This was the pattern which had

emerged from the time of NATO's foundj-ng and which continues

to this day.

rhe Report of the Committee of Three r¡vas just the

begì-nning of many efforts to deal with internal- differences

and conflicting interests within the Alliance, âs wel_l as of

continuing American determination to maintain its capacity

for independent action. Many of these contradictions surfaced

in glaring form in the decade between 1956 and 1961. rhis was

a period which sa\,,/ NATO put to some of its most difficulL
tests as the Organj-zation endeavoured Lo harmonize the

interests of fifteen discrete countríes (and in particul-ar 3

big pov/ers) while also maintaining American control and

dominance.

rn the middle of 1956 the interests and actions of the

three big powers in NATO came into sharp conflict in the Suez

Crisis. While the specific details of t.he crisis are not of

importance here, what was significant about Suez v/as the

confirmation of American power in the Middle East, in place

of the old colonial reqimes of Britain and France, within the

Western el-liance and in Ehe international arena.
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Following the rise to power of EgypEian nationalist
Gamal Abdel Nasser in L954, both Britain and France, âs weII

as rsrael, felt threatened by the potential ímplicacions of

the rise of Arab nationalism. The Americans, on the other

hand, were more concerned to win over Egypt and other Arab

states to prevent them from turning to the Soviet Union for
support. Following a series of incidents involving all three

big pov¡ers, Nasser national-ized the eritish and French owned

Suez Canal in July 1-956. In an effort to force Nasser to back

down and to protect their interests in the.region, Britain
and France conspired wiCh Israel- to iniciate a v¡ar against

Egypt. This was done without the knowledge of the United

States.

The Americans were not prepared to support war in the

Middle East at that time and mobilized United Nations

opposition to Britain and France. Canada quickly joined in

U.S. condemnation of Britain, France and Israe1 and Canad.ian

Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent gently chastized the eritish
for acting unilaterally, without consulting either the UniLed

States or the Uniced Nations. In a telegram. sent to eritish
Prime Minister Sir Anthony Eden on November L, 1956, St.

Laurent expressed Canada's deep concern at " the deplorable

divergence of viewpoint and policy between the United xingdom

and the United States in regard to the decisions that have

been taken and the procedure fol-lowed". He emphasized the
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distress felt by aIl those, including Canada, "who bel-ieve

that AngIo-American co-operation and friendship is the very

foundation of our hopes for progress tov¿ard a peaceful and

secure worl-d. " 6 The ensuing combination of. diptomatic and

economic pressure, spearheaded by Secretary of State Dulles

and Presj-dent Eisenhower, forced the Anglo-French operations

to a halt on November 7.

Speaking at the United Nations debate on the crisis
DuIles declared his deep regret Ehat "the US finds itself
unable to agree wich three nations wich whom it has deep

friendship, admiration and respect, and two of whom

constitute our oldest, most trusted and rel-iable allies."7 He

reiterated this theme at the Conference of American West

European Chiefs of Mission in Paris t'he following May. He

explained that during the Suez Crisis the United States had

been acting out of principle, of commitment both to the U.N.

Charter and to the lst Article of the North Atl-antic Treaty

on renouncing the use of force except in self-defence. Dulles

self -righteously declared

a nation like the US
responsibili-ty has
principles ahead of
nati-ons. B

wich a world-wide
goL to put its
any one or more

WhaL the Suez Crisis really illustrated was not the

American commitment to principles (the United States has,

after all, chosen to resort to force on several- occasions
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when it served American interests to do so), but rather the

end of the dominant influence of the old colonial po\,vers in

the region, the impossibility of eritish and French efforts
to play qreat power politics against the will of the

Americans and the undisputed leadership of the United States

bot.h in the Middle East and in the Western Alliance. At a

conference of their Northern Europe Chiefs of Mission in
September L957 the Americans acknowledged this new reality

The Suez Affair caused the UniLed States
to review its relationship wifh Ehe UK
and with France and as a consequence
tripartite consultation was quietly
abandoned and replaced by bilateral
consul-tation within Lhe NATO framework.9

This, of course, was not t.he end of BriCish and French

efforts to assert their influence buL it had been made very

clear who called the shots boch within the Western Al_liance

and internationally.

A crucial area in which American leadership and

authority were exercised in the Rlliance \ivas through U. S .

control of the NATO nuclear capability. in the military
arena, oÍt the initiative of the United States, the 1950s and

l-960s saw a move a\.^/ay from reliance on conventional- v/eapons

to the development of NATO's nuclear capabilities. This

process resulted in greater conflicts than ever as [he

European members became increasingly hostile to American

control of the NATO nuclear force. In an attempt to diffuse
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these concerns President John F. Kennedy, in the early 1960s,

made efforcs to try and build cohesion babed on positive

rather than negative goals. For example, in a message to che

North Atlantic Council- pledging continued American support

for the Organization, Kennedy emphasized the importance of

not only military strength and commitment but al-so economic

and political development. He painted a picture of a unified
Alliance playing an expanded, aÌmost missionary role in the

world.

Although the technical task here is
economic, our ultimate purpose transcends
material considerations. The challenge is
to create a new partnership between the
old nations in the north and the new
nations in the south. In the end we must
build that partnership not merely on
common interest in economic growth, but
on a common commitment to the principles
of political freedom. l0

It was conflict over the issue of American control- of

NATO's nuclear force which led to one of the Alliance's
greatesL internal- conf l-ícts, ref Iecting the near

impossibilíty of reconcíling the interests of competing world

powers. The crisis was the complete withdrawal of France from

NATO's mil-itary organization in L966.

As previous chapters have shown, France had long

resented American control of the Western All-iance and

cherished aspiracions of regaining iCs international prestige

and stature. French Presi-dent General de Gaulle had been a
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proponent of Europe acting as a "third force', between the tv¿o

superpowers since the early post-war years. De GauIle became

President of the Fifth Republic in 1958 and proceeded Eo

pursue the independent foreign policy which he had always

advocated. When he failed, in 1959, to win Anglo-American

agreement f or some sort o f three -po\,ver control_ o f the

A1l-iance's use of atomic weapons, he withdrew the French

Mediterranean flee[ from NATO's command and began to plan

for an independent French nuclear force. The f inal strav,/ for
de Gaul-le was the failure of president t<ennedy to consuft the

All-iance during the Cuban Missile Crisis. This was yeL

another clear indication "that the Atlantic Alliance v/as not

really a partnership of equaJ-s but an instrument for
arrogating all authority to washington. "11-

The Franco-American rift became more and

until in L966 de Gaulle withdrew al-l- French.

NATO command and ordered aIl NATO instal
France. France continued, however, to be a

elliance. In informíng U.S. PresidenL Lyndon

French decision, de GauIIe declared

more pronounced

forces from the

lations out of

member of Ehe

Johnson of the

France intends to recover, in her
territory, the full exercise of her
sovereignty, now impaired by Ehe
permanent presence of ellied military
elements or by habitual use being made
of its air space, to terminate her
participation in the 'integrated'
commands, and no lonqer to place forces
at the disposal- of uerO.12
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The Americans, needless to say, were not pleased by this

move. In his reply to de Gaulle, President Johnson made the

oft-repeated American threat to recalcitrant members,

especially France.

I woul-d be less than frank rf I did not
inform you chac your action raises grave
questions regarding the whole
relationship between the responsibilities
and benef its of the All-iance.13

The French, nevertheless, went ahead and the one member

of the Al-Iiance for whom American control and the necessity

to surrend.er sovereignty had been too much of a sacrifice and

affront to national- pride chose to pursue its o\¡/n independent

course in international affairs. In reality, however, in the

intervening years France, while regularly speakíng out on its

own behal-f, has continued to throw its support behind the

United States internationally as subsequent events in the

Middle East and the Persian Gulf have demonstrated.

Following the wichdrawal of France, in some ways things

appeared to go more smoothly within the Alliance. European

sensitivity and popular opposition to American dominance and

suspicions Lhat Europe's interests might have been sacrificed

for the achievement of superpovver detente persisted and

surfaced periodically. Britain, by and large, adjusted to its

world position as a lesser power while still managing to

retain its special relationship wich the united States and j-n
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the

the

All

U.S

íance, only occasional-Iy having its knuckles rapped by

. , as in the L9B2 Falklands War.

nespite some tensions during the years of the
piefenbaker government, Canada has continued to play its part

in the Western Alliance as loyal American supporter and

sometimes mouthpiece on the international stage. The view of

Canada presented by the U.S. Ambassador to Ottawa as longr ago

as L957 sums up that role and still holds true today. The

Ambassador told delegates to the American Northern Europe

Chiefs of Mission Conference in London,

In post-war diplomacy Canada occupied a
unique position as a member of the
Commonwealth and a neighbour wiLhout a
col-onial past or geographical pretensions
whose influence has been exercised mostly
in support of U.S. objectives. Her
territory and resources are essential to
our military defense.

Despite potential difficulties with [he niefenbaker
government, the Americans remained confident in Canada's

continuing support. The Ambassador continued, Canada

...will continue as a sound and relíable
al1y. Support for NATO is truly non-
partisan. fn general they tend to see the
world through our eyes and they
appreciate the geographical realities of
Eheir defense situation. They believe in
free enterprise and we need have no fear
that they wil-l- abandon us. 14
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The same statemenL could easily have been made by an American

ambassador speaking today or at any time in the more than

forcy year history of NATO.

The pj-cture of internal rel-ations within the North

Atl-antic Treaty Organization presented in the preceding

chapters has essentially continued throughout the zíg zags of

history since the 1940s. The Alliance has reinained primarily
a military organization supporting the aims and objectives of

the united States on the world scal_e.

fn many ways the world of L99L is fundamentally

differenL from the world of L949. In the last two years the

bi-polar division of the world has ceased to exist and the

Cold War has come to an end. The Soviet Union is no longer

the enemy, the Warsav¿ Pact has been disbanded and German

reunif icacion is a rea1it.y. Lord rsmays ,s three reasons,

quoted earlier, for Ehe founding of NATO - namely to keep the

Russians out, the Germans down and the Americans in - no

Ionger apply. The Russians are no longer a threat, the

Germans are united behind the aims of the Western Alliance

and the United States has become the soIe, supreme world

power. German unity, so long sought in words if not in deeds

by the Americans, is now being hailed as a viccory for the

crusade against communism in words reminiscent of Truman's

1,947 calI for the containment of communism. Although

countries of Eastern Europe, rrotably Yugoslavia, are
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undergoing crisis and disintegration, the Iong-cherished

American goal of Western European union - which caused much

friction and resentment in the early years of the elliance
is now nearingi reality with the impending political as wefl-

as economic union of Europe ín L992.

Despite these changed international conditions the

familiar internal rel-ationships within the Alliance remain

evident. The Cold Inlar may be over but as recenLly as February

199l- the united States v/as tescing íts cruise missiles over

Northern Canada. a Canadian armed forces spokesman in
Alberta, essentially speaking on behalf of the U.S., drawing

no distinction between "\nJe" and t.he Americans and failing to

indicate precisely who we are defendi-ng and against. whom,

commented

Although politicall-y che Cold War is off ,
in order to maintain our capabilit.y to
defend ourselves we have to test.15

rn 1988 Canada renewed its aqreement with the united

States to al-low cruj-se missile testingr over Canadian soíl- for

another five years.

The recent Persian Gulf war demonstrated once more the

extent to which the internal- relationships forged since the

very first years of the AIIiance still remain in place,

although now applied to activities far outside the North
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Atl-anCic area. Once U.S. President George Bush decided to

take a stand against the Iraqui invasion of Kuwait and

mobilized UniCed Nations support for the American stand, it

did noc take long for the members of the elliance, âs well as

others, to Iine up and commit themsel-ves to the American

position. This happened despite the fact that U. S.

initiacives were apparently taken without consultation with
America's closest alIies. An article in the Guardian

newspaper on August B, l-990, headlined "Britain is caught by

surprise", noted

Despite Whitehall claims that Ehe
decision to send US troops was taken in
close consu]tation with Britain, the
Government last night appeared to have
been caught unav¿ares by the move.

oespite Lhe lack of notification, eritish politicians,

like those in so many other countries, wholeheartedly

endorsed the American action. However, Ehe eritish Shadow

Foreign Secretary, GeraId Kaufman, did comment somewhat

pathetically

r would wish any UK government to be
consulted by the US. The UK government
under Mrs Thatcher doesn't rank as much
in international affairs as ic used to or
ought co do.16

Other familiar

[he U. S. -led war

patterns were

caused divis

repeated too.

ions within

Support for

the French
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government, resulting in the resignation of one Minister. rn

the final analysis, however, the French backed che U.S./U.N.

initiative and sent troops to the front. Canadlan prime

Minister Brian Mulroney supported the American position from

the outset, âlthough some Canadian opposition politicians
voiced reservations. The fact that these were motivated

primarily to win potitical mileage rather than on principte
was revealed by the opposition,s subsequent position. The

debate on the situation in the persian Gutf vras actually
taking place in Ehe House of Commons in Ottawa when the U.S.

air force l-aunched its first attack, thus taking both the

rraquis and Canadian politicians by surprise. Atl the words

of reservation being voiced at the very time by opposition
politicians stopped instantly, the debate \^/as ended and the

entire House of Commons declared unequivocal support for the

\^/ar. so much for consultation, independence in foreign poricy

and protection of sovereigntyl

Where does NATO go from here? Wíth the Warsaw pact

disbanded, the Soviet Union and other countries of Eastern

Europe espousing the model of Western st'yIe free market

economy and democracy, Germany reunited and the united States

as the supreme world power currently floating. on the euphoria

of victory in the Persian GuIf, the question facing Ehe

el-liance must be to determine its place and rol-e in chis new

international climate. Undoubtedly, the United States stil_I
needs NATO to support its aims and seÌf-appoì-nted role as
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world policeman, judge,

likely, however, is cont

those American aims run

members.

jury and moral guardian. Equally

inuing dissension in the ranks when

counter to the interests of other

At the present time, with the United States riding a

wave of success internationally and nations still continuing

to use v¿ar as a means of settling differences, it seems

likely that NATO will continue to have a part to play and

will fl-ourish hotding on to the American coat-tai1s. where

this path wil-l take [he North Attantic Alliance and when and

where the next crisis will break out can only be a matter of
conjecture and, indeed, apprehension, in today's unsLable

international crimate. The on]y real l-esson to be learned in
history is that nothing stands still and Ehe dynami-cs

discussed in the preceding chapters will continue to develop

and change as Ehe objectives of boch the united states and

the other member nations evorve in response to changing

international conditions .
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